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T h i s y e a r h a s k e p t investors on their toes—and their mobile devices
and trading screens—striving to stay on top of the latest market-moving
developments around the globe. Yet for our clients—and ourselves—it has never
been more important to have a well-reasoned, long-term, strategic perspective
on the markets and the portfolios we are entrusted with managing.
For the past 15 years, we have shared our consolidated best thinking on the long-term
outlook for markets through the annual release of our Long-term Capital Market Return
Assumptions—the result of a collaboration among our Global Multi-Asset Group, Institutional
Asset Management Strategy team, Private Bank Portfolio Construction team and a wide
range of investment specialists across the firm and around the world.

David Shairp
Global Strategist,
Global Multi-Asset Group

In its 16th year, our long-term capital market assumptions are being delivered in an expanded
report format. We have taken this approach in order to provide not only 10- to 15-year return,
volatility and correlation estimates, consistently derived across more than 40 traditional and
alternative asset classes and strategies, but also to document and offer perspective on the
analysis and assessments that go into the development of our assumptions each year.
Some things have not changed. We have maintained our building block approach to arrive
at estimates for equity and fixed income returns, but have upgraded these inputs in a
number of ways:
• Amended the process by which bond yields adjust to equilibrium, given a zero interest
rate policy in the U.S.
• Added U.S. short duration, leveraged loans and gold to our assumptions set

Anthony Werley
Chief Strategist,
Endowments & Foundations Group

• Enhanced our volatility and correlation estimation process by adjusting historical data to
account for the effects of serial correlation
We recognize that users of our assumptions will want to reconcile and challenge the inputs
that go into the aggregate returns. We welcome these comments and questions and believe
that a clear, transparent audit trail will enhance the value of our assumptions for clients, as
well as their boards and regulators.
We are grateful to many colleagues throughout the organization who have contributed to
this year’s output.

Michael Feser, CFA

We very much hope that you will find this new format useful and look forward to your
suggestions for further improvement.

Head of Quantitative Research
and Portfolio Management,
Global Multi-Asset Group

David Shairp

Anthony Werley		

Michael Feser, CFA
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Opportunities for the nimble
in a choppier world
by David S h a ir p, G lo ba l S t rat e g i st , Glo ba l M ul ti-A s s et Group

W e l c o m e t o a w o r l d o f deleveraging,
debasement and default. The next 15 years to 2026 are
likely to be more difficult to navigate for policymakers
and investors than the previous 15 years. We expect
the global economy to experience shorter, choppier
business cycles as OECD economies seek to resolve
their debt problems, both at the public and private
sector levels. Having experienced just two mild
recessions between the early 1980s and the most
recent downturn, it is indeed possible that up to three
recessions could be in store over the next decade. We
have therefore revised our growth expectations lower.

We have been here before
We envisage a greatly changed world economic order but not
an altogether new one, since much of what we expect will be
old hat to historians. Indeed, our outlook accommodates the
message from Professors Reinhart and Rogoff’s seminal work
on financial crises:1 “We have been here before.” The experience
Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff, 2009, This Time Is Different: Eight
Centuries of Financial Folly.

1	
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We’ve been here before—the lesson from Japan
Exhibit 1: Shorter cycles and more recessions
Four-quarter average
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Sources: Economic Planning Agency, MacData, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Data as of Q3 2011.

of Japan after the bursting of its bubble in 1990 endorses our
expectation of shorter, shallower business cycles. As Exhibit 1
shows, prior to the onset of Japan’s banking crisis, the previous
three business cycles had averaged just over six years in length;
since its stock market peaked in December 1989, the duration of
cycles has dropped to less than four years.

Guiding themes
In this report, we look at three principal themes that have
helped to guide our thinking for this edition of the Long-term
Capital Market Return Assumptions—deleveraging, inflation and
the impact of demographics on valuations:
• The theme of deleveraging could well dominate the next
10 to 15 years in the markets, with OECD governments
confronting potentially crushing debt and defending their
credit ratings. We are anticipating slower trend rates of
growth coupled with a drift toward higher inflation, as some
governments seek less onerous paths to reducing real debt
burdens. Emerging market growth and releveraging in a
prosperous and less risk-averse developed market corporate
sector could counter these trends, but only partially.
• We expect developed world consumer price inflation to
remain low over the next 10 to 15 years. However, emerging
economy-driven international price shifts will place increasing
upward pressure on commodity prices, with headline rates of
inflation in the major developed markets expected to outstrip
core (i.e., non-food and energy) measures.

• Over the last two decades the average equity valuation, as
measured by the price/earnings ratio, rose from its long-term
multiple of 15x to more than 20x. Some academic studies
identified favorable population dynamics since the 1970’s as
key drivers for this trend. Now as the baby boomer generation
retires from the workforce, a possible reversal of this trend is
raising concerns about a secular decline in equity valuations.

Deteriorating economic fundamentals
The upshot, we believe, is that the developed world’s growth
and inflation mix is likely to deteriorate over our outlook
period. We have revised lower our assumptions for real GDP
growth in the U.S. and European economies, while keeping
our estimate for Japan unchanged. We have increased our
estimates for inflation for the U.S., U.K. and Japan, though not
for Europe (Exhibit 2, on the following page). Our thinking is
influenced by the analysis undertaken in this report’s feature
on inflation.

Eurozone tail risk
At the time of writing, the crisis in the eurozone has intensified,
with very real concerns for the viability of the European single
currency. We believe that the causes of the crisis are due
to three interrelated factors. The first issue is that of fiscal
sustainability (which we address in a separate feature). The
second relates to bank capital adequacy, while the third issue is
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that of competitiveness and how the countries of the eurozone
periphery can restore it and avoid deep recession, or even
depression. The escalation of the crisis during the third quarter
of 2011 led to a dramatic widening of bond spreads and yield
levels that were incompatible with long-term fiscal solvency
as the crisis spread to Italy and Spain, having swept through
Greece, Portugal and Ireland, with France also threatened.

We therefore recognize that “tail risk” has surged and that
a euro break up, or a modified form of European Monetary
Union (EMU) perhaps involving fewer members, is now a viable
alternative scenario. The other “tail risk” of a deepening of the
ties in Europe leading to political, regulatory and fiscal union,
also remains a credible scenario. Yet our central case view is
that EMU continues to exist in its current form—shaken but not
stirred in (James) Bond-speak. We have sought nevertheless to
reflect the heightened uncertainty in terms of higher volatility
assumptions, not least in asset prices. Exhibit 3, a scatter chart
plotting the annual volatility of GDP growth against the annual
volatility of inflation in the U.S., indicates that the coming new
world of volatility may look a lot like the old world investors
knew in the years before the so-called Great Moderation—the
cluster of data points in the benign lower left quadrant.

Developed market economic outlook
Exhibit 2: EXPECTED 10- TO 15-YEAR ANNUALIZED GROWTH AND
INFLATION RATES
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Half empty but half full as well
A challenging economic environment no doubt awaits the
unwary. The propensity to volatility and compressed business
cycles that we foresee could prove a difficult one for the buyand-hold investor. The same environment may, however, hold
quite different prospects for the active investor. Prepared to
navigate non-conventional asset classes and follow the trend of
global growth into the developing markets, the active investor
with a flexible process built on a robust and transparent
discipline might well be entering upon a world of opportunity.

Europe

Japan

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management estimates.
* 2012 capital market assumptions as of October 31, 2011; 2011 assumptions as
of November 30, 2010.

How the worm has turned
Exhibit 3: U.S. inflation and growth volatility
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Sources: MacData, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Data as of Q3 2011.
Note: Quarterly data using five-year standard deviations of annual growth rates.
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Asset class implications

Equity

Fixed income
Bond yields are likely to rise significantly from today’s levels,
although not for a while. Fixed income returns are likely to fall as
yields rise toward expected higher “equilibrium” levels, although
the period of “normalization” is likely to be extended as central
banks keep policy rates lower for longer. Real returns on U.S.
Treasuries are expected to be negative over our investment
horizon, given an assumed annual core inflation rate of 2.75%
in the U.S. This is symptomatic of a new era of “financial
repression,” as explained in our feature on deleveraging. Indeed,
any exercise that assumed a pattern of mean reversion of
returns over a 10-year period suggests that real returns would
be negative for U.S. bonds, barring a stagnant economy with
average inflation declining to less than 2% (see Exhibit 4A).

Equity returns are likely to benefit from higher dividend yields,
though we expect only marginal or even no boost in returns
from revaluation. And while domestic growth prospects may
have dimmed, we continue to look for Western companies to
benefit from fast growing markets overseas. Emerging stock
markets are expected to remain the top performers.
Nominal U.S. equity returns of 8% equate to average annual
real returns of 5.25%, after subtracting our core inflation
estimate. While at first blush those real returns appear rich,
they are below the historical long-term average of 6.2% dating
back to 1850, a stretch that includes a mix of bull and bear
markets, and takes in two world wars, the Great Depression
and a secular bear market (see Exhibit 4B).

Selected Long-term (10 to 15 Year) Capital Market Return Assumptions
Exhibit 4B: Equity

Exhibit 4A: Fixed income
Current assumptions (2012)
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Exhibit 4C: real assets	Exhibit 4D: Alternatives
7.00
6.75

6.25

U.S. direct real estate

9.38

6.25
Diversified hedge funds

8.00
7.75

Global infrastructure

Commodities (spot)

5.15
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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management (assumptions as of October 31, 2011 and November 30, 2010), Bloomberg (October 1996–September 2011). Indices used: Barclays
Capital U.S. Treasury 7-10 Year Index, Barclays Capital U.S. Corporate Index, Merrill Lynch High Yield Master II Index, J.P. Morgan EMBI Global Composite Index, J.P. Morgan
GBI-EM Global Diversified, S&P 500 Index, Russell 2000 Index, MSCI EAFE Index, MSCI Emerging Markets Index, NCREIF Property Index, Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Spot
Index, HFRI Fund of Funds Diversified Index, Thomson Venture Economics.
* Historical performance since January 2003.
**Source: Thomson Venture Economics. History represents U.S. buyouts pooled average time-weighted returns from September 30, 1996–June 30, 2011.
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Real Assets

Fixed income return

The outlook for real estate returns remains promising.
Capitalization rates have compressed over the past year,
but property prices remain depressed and operating
fundamentals are likely to strengthen. In the case of global
infrastructure, exposure to government regulated sectors
should limit the return downside, while leverage, modest
exposure to fast-growing emerging markets and a likely
increase in privatizations should boost returns. Commodity
returns are still expected to outstrip inflation, but are likely to
ease slightly given the projected moderation in global growth
(see Exhibit 4C on the previous page).

Expected future yields +/- change in bond prices

Alternatives
With the slight improvement assumed for risk assets in public
markets overall, median hedge fund returns are also expected
to rise, particularly for more directional strategies. Median
manager private equity returns should also benefit as public
markets revive (see Exhibit 4D on the previous page).

Methodology
As in previous years, we have used a building block approach
to arrive at our assumptions. We believe that this provides
clarity and transparency for readers and enables them to
challenge and reconcile the inputs that go into these estimates.
The building blocks are as follows:

6 Lo n g -t er m c a p i ta l mark et return ass umptio ns

Equity return
Inflation + real earnings growth + dividend yield +/- impact of
valuation changes

Alternative asset returns
Historical analysis/investor judgment about relationship to
public markets

Volatility and correlations
In our view, investors should allow and adjust for the effects of
serial correlation of asset returns on volatility/risk estimates.
These effects may lead to a significant underestimation
of risk at the asset class, strategy and/or portfolio levels,
which may result in excessive risk taking and suboptimal
asset allocation decisions. In our Long-term Capital Market
Return Assumptions, we therefore test for serial correlation
and adjust our volatility estimates accordingly, based on
quantitative techniques in addition to a qualitative review for
reasonableness and consistency. We believe that these risk
estimates represent improved—albeit not perfect—inputs into
an asset allocation process.

Deleveraging

Overcoming the debt drag
by David Shairp, Gl ob a l S t rat e g i st , Glo ba l M ult i -A s s et Group

Jason Warner, P o r tf oli o Co nst r uc t i o n Analy st , Private B ank

T h e t h e m e o f d e l e v e r a g i n g could well
dominate the next 10 to 15 years in the markets, with
OECD governments confronting potentially crushing
debt and defending their credit ratings. Emerging
market growth could help offset demand shortfall
from fiscal tightening, but only partially, so we are
anticipating slower trend rates of growth coupled with
a drift toward higher inflation, as some governments
seek less onerous paths to reducing real debt burdens.
Expect shorter, choppier business cycles, with upward
pressure on equilibrium bond yields and tighter
equilibrium credit spreads.

Sizing up the problem
Steadily over the last third of the 20th century (and quite
swiftly in the period leading up to the global financial crisis),
the world’s developed economies took on an immense burden
of debt. Not limited to governments, the buildup was also the
handiwork of the household sector, financial sector and, to a
lesser extent, the corporate sector. Reducing this debt burden
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Exhibit 1: U.S. total debt level as a percentage of GDP, by sector
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contraction
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cannot fail to have a profound influence on future capital
markets. Reducing the public portion, in particular, might well
call for policy choices with far-reaching consequences, such as
raising taxes to pay down the debt directly or reducing debt’s
impact indirectly through inflation—a “tax,” in its own way, on
purchasing power.
As is apparent from Exhibit 1, the United States has seen a
material reversal of the long-term upsurge in debt since 20082009. The private financial sector has led this downsizing. With
a 30% reduction as a percent of GDP since it peaked and a 19%
reduction in absolute terms, it has retraced about five years
of debt buildup. Notably, however, the government sector has
bucked the overall downward trend, with a still-increasing
debt/GDP ratio and absolute debt level up more than 20% and
40%, respectively, since the end of 2008.
A major reason behind the public sector’s counter-cyclical
indebtedness lies in the fact that the public sector has taken
about 60% of the decline in private sector debt onto its balance
sheet via asset purchases by the Federal Reserve since mid
2008.1 This transfer from the private sector to the public sector,
through quantitative easing, aims to soften the impact of
shrinking private sector credit and spending by reducing interest
rates, increasing liquidity and dis-incentivizing savings. But it
also masks the real problem—the aggregate magnitude of the
economy’s debt burden. Ultimately, today’s transitory monetary
and fiscal stimulus is tomorrow’s drag on growth.

A looming tsunami
Significant demographic headwinds will only intensify the
challenges ahead for developed economy governments
confronting substantial increases in pension and health care
spending. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimates
that among advanced economies over the next 20 years,
the U.S. faces the greatest challenge, with public health care
spending projected to rise by 5.1% of GDP from present levels
(Exhibit 2). This increase will coincide with a period in which
the old-age dependency ratio will grow from 22% to 35%2—the
proportion of working people funding the rising age-related
expenditures should decline, in other words, from a little less
than five per retiree to a little less than three. The outlook
is similarly problematic for other advanced economies, with
a forecast weighted average increase in public health care
spending of 3.0% of GDP. In Continental Europe and Japan,
the IMF estimates that a much larger share of their public
health care spending increases will support aging populations,
a long-term demographic trend that will occur regardless of
entitlement reform or other factors that can be controlled by
legislation.
Altogether, the estimated present value of future health care
and pension entitlement shortfalls could very well dwarf present
debt and even GDP levels. According to the IMF, the net present
value of changes in pension and health care spending between
2010 and 2050 amounts to 137% of today’s GDP in the U.K. and

U.S. Census Bureau estimate for 2010–2030. Old-age dependency ratio is defined
as population aged 65 years and over divided by population aged 20 to 64 years.

2	
1

Federal Reserve, J.P. Morgan estimates as of June 30, 2011.
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Exhibit 2: projected cumulative increase in public health care spending, 2011–2030—as a percentage of GDP
IMF pessimistic scenario
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Exhibit 3: U.S. long-term debt scenarios
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95
Net debt to GDP (%)

188% of GDP in the U.S. (By contrast, the net present value of
the equivalent in Japan comes in at a surprisingly modest 34%.3)
As of 2004, the National Center for Policy Analysis estimated
the present value (PV) of the looming shortfall in the United
States at $63 trillion, compared to the store of government
debt—federal, state and local—of $6.1 trillion and a GDP of $11.9
trillion at the time. Other OECD nations will fare relatively better,
according to the estimates, but will still shoulder a formidable
burden with a €9.3 trillion PV entitlement shortfall projected for
Germany, €9.1 trillion for France and €7.7 trillion in the U.K.4

So the stage is set for the public sector to deleverage, if only
out of necessity. As shown in Exhibit 3, the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) in its August 2011 revised long-term outlook
anticipates U.S. debt will fall to 61% of GDP by 2021 after
peaking at 73% in 2013.5 The new baseline assumptions count
on federal tax revenues exceeding 20% of GDP per year starting
in 2014, which seems optimistic, given historical patterns. The
CBO itself notes that over the past 40 years, federal revenues
IMF Fiscal Monitor, September 2011. For net present value calculations, a
discount rate of 1% per year in excess of GDP growth is used for each country.
Jagadeesh Gokhale, January 2009, “Measuring the Unfunded Obligations of
European Countries,” National Center for Policy Analysis, Policy Report No. 319;
U.S. Treasury as of December 31, 2004.
“The Budget and Economic Outlook: An Update,” August 24, 2011,
Congressional Budget Office.
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have averaged 18.0% of GDP and fell to 14.9% in 2010. The CBO
assumes real GDP growth of 3.6% annually for 2013 to 2016 and
2.4% annually from 2017 to 2021, with the unemployment rate
falling to 5.3% and 5.2% by 2016 and 2021, respectively.
This, again, may be erring on the side of optimism in our view.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management’s assumption for U.S. real annual
GDP growth over the next 10 to 15 years is a significantly more
modest 2.25%. So by any cautious or optimistic projection,
achieving 61% debt as a percent of GDP by 2021 is neither a
given nor an easy ride. The public and private sector may well
have to accept extended belt-tightening and share prodigious
amounts of pain. Otherwise, if the presently legislated changes
to the U.S. budget do not see fruition and/or economic growth
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Exhibit 4: Standard & Poor’s long-term baseline scenario for sovereign debt ratings
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Note: Assumes U.S. net general government debt (% of GDP) of 53% in 2010, 86% in 2020 and 149% in 2030; Non IG=non-investment grade.

is less than sufficiently robust, debt to GDP could spiral out of
control. In the CBO’s June 2011 alternative case, entitlement
spending and interest payments alone will exceed government
revenues by 2025, within our Long-term Capital Market Return
Assumptions forecasting period.

How can deleveraging be resolved?
Budget deficits of this magnitude are obviously unsustainable.
A report by S&P in 2006—before the financial crisis—argued
that demographic factors and their impact on public spending
could trigger a broad wave of downgrades among OECD
countries and that a number could lose their investment
grade status by 2030 (Exhibit 4). Given the magnitude of the
problem, the indebted developed economies have little choice
but to pursue deleveraging fiscal policies with a limited, but
definable, policy menu going forward.
Standard economic models assess fiscal sustainability mainly
through the interaction of four inputs:
• Long-term nominal GDP growth rate
• The average interest rate on government debt
• Primary fiscal budget balance; that is, the overall budget
balance minus debt service net expenditures
• The initial ratio of fiscal debt relative to GDP, the debt/GDP ratio

balance, which arguably determines the growth in new debt.
The final component of any calculation is the initial level of
public debt relative to GDP, which provides a quick read on
fiscal well-being.

Shrink the numerator or grow the
denominator?
Measured by the four critical factors, five possible scenarios
for debt reduction and fiscal sustainability suggest themselves:
economic growth, fiscal retrenchment, inflation, default “lite”
and the outright repudiation of accumulated debt. Exhibit 5
indicates our assessment of the intermediate and long-term
probabilities of each. The growth scenario conventionally stands
directly opposed to retrenchment. Growth proponents argue
that fiscal retrenchment acts to depress economic activity. They
maintain that the only means by which debt reduction as a
percentage of GDP is possible is to grow the denominator in the
debt/GDP ratio through economic expansion. The most reliable
route to growth, apart from exogenous variables on the order
of large-scale game-changing innovation, is fiscal stimulus in
their view—a path to bankruptcy, according to retrenchment’s

Exhibit 5: Debt resolution in the OECD—The different outcomes

Projected likelihood of outcome
Scenario
(1) Grow it away—growth strategy

The gap between the nominal GDP growth rate and the interest
rate paid on government debt provides an indication of the
future profile of the existing stock of government debt. If the
interest rate exceeds the rate of nominal GDP growth, then
the ratio of public debt to GDP will rise over time, as debt
rolls over at successively higher rates of interest. The third
main influence on public debt dynamics is the primary budget
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(2) Pay it off—fiscal retrenchment
(3) Inflation tax—monetization
(4) Default-lite—debt restructuring
(5) Default-heavy—full-scale repudiation

0–5 years

5–15 years

••
•••
••
••
•

•
•
•••
•••
••

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management Global Multi-Asset Group. Assessments
as of October 31, 2011.
Note: Table shows judgments made regarding the relative likelihood of potential
outcomes over the next 0–5 and 5–15 years from unlikely to more likely
.

•

•••
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Exhibit 6, the output of a recent simulation by the IMF,
quantifies the sustained improvement needed in the primary
budget balance for several nations to achieve a stable debt/GDP
ratio over the course of two decades. During the first decade,
the nations would have to improve their primary budget deficits
relative to GDP by the cumulative totals in Exhibit 6—either by
cutting the numerator (the annual deficit in this case) or by
ramping up the denominator, their nominal GDP, or by some
combination of the two. The improvement still wouldn’t get them
where they have to go; to reach the stable state, they would
have to maintain the improved ratio for another decade. And the
estimates, severe as they may seem in some cases, tend toward
understatement. Although the IMF has allowed for the effects of
the business cycle in its model, it has not factored in the effect
of aging demographics and rising health care costs.
The U.K. experience shows just how difficult this process could
turn out to be in practice. In 2010, the new coalition government
announced the largest fiscal tightening in at least 40 years, with
Source for measure of political polarization: Keith T. Poole, January 2011,
University of California—San Diego.
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Fiscal austerity, the second scenario, calls for expenditure
reductions and/or tax increases. Governments invariably choose
to tighten only in environments of financial distress and target
budget adjustments consistent with a stabilized debt/GDP ratio.
The improvement in the primary balance—the overall fiscal
budget minus debt service—aims to reach a point where it can
offset the gap between the nominal GDP growth rate and the
interest rate payable on the existing stock of debt. In the past,
fiscal retrenchment has usually been accompanied by other
policy measures designed to boost the economy. For example,
the fiscal retrenchments in Korea, Thailand, Indonesia and
the Philippines in the wake of the Asian crisis in 1997 involved
sizeable currency devaluations and microeconomic measures to
deregulate their economies. The relatively rapid rebalancing that
took place, around the turn of the millennium, was helped by
the fact that these economies were small and open. The scope
for rebalancing could prove to be a lot more limited for large,
relatively closed economies such as the U.S. and Japan.

Exhibit 6: Required fiscal adjustment between 2010 and 2020
to achieve debt target by 2030
Cumulative change in cyclically adjusted
primary balance (% of GDP)

advocates. This extreme divergence may explain much of
the political polarization in the economically challenged OECD
nations today, a polarization that has reached levels not
seen in a century in the U.S. Congress, according to one
objective measure.6

Source: IMF Fiscal Monitor, September 2011.
Note: The cyclically adjusted primary balance (CAPB) is the primary balance
adjusted for the effects of the economic cycle, usually expressed as a percentage
of potential GDP. Averages for Emerging and Advanced economies are weighted
by GDP at purchasing power parity (PPP).

the cyclically adjusted budget balance projected to improve
by 8% of GDP over the life of the 2010–2015 Parliament. This
tightening is more restrictive than the fiscal retrenchment in
the five years to 1982—a period of retrenchment that brought
trade union confrontation and social instability, as well as riots
in several British inner cities. Yet the IMF estimates the current
tightening could still fall short—the Fund estimates the required
improvement in the structural primary balance at 9% over
ten years. Even so, the U.K. is not the most seriously impacted
economy, according to the IMF—the U.S. and Japan would need
even greater doses of austerity to stabilize debt ratios.

Easier solutions, harder
consequences?
The third possible approach to achieving sustainable debt
levels is inflation—in effect a transfer of resources from
creditor to debtor, repaying yesterday’s obligations in today’s
cheaper currency. History shows that inflation is most
frequently the means governments call on to reduce their
debt burden, as it deals out relatively less acute pain than
retrenchment and holds open the possibility of growth in the
view of growth’s traditional proponents. We expect it to be the
most palatable choice for policymakers.
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Charting a long-term course
We anticipate that there will be an inevitable progression over
the course of our forecast horizon from the first two options
(growth and retrenchment), toward the latter three (inflation,
restructuring and repudiation). Governments, particularly in
the first third of our forecast period, are likely to continue
their attempts to induce real growth as it is generally the
most favorable outcome. Inflation usually appears when an
economy is operating at or above capacity. Developed nations
presently have significant excess slack and thus can continue
exceptionally loose monetary policy in the near term. Fiscal
retrenchment, also a likely policy choice in the near term,
does not figure to be broadly successful (in the absence of
considerable monetary stimulus) due to its contractionary
effects on growth as well as the political and social difficulty of
keeping to the plan over the long term.

believe it is likely that we will see an increased occurrence of
debt restructurings or possibly full-scale defaults in the next 10
to 15 years. One last long-term scenario could entail deflation
induced by the failure of stimulus attempts as happened in
Japan starting in the 1990s. Policymakers rightly consider this
outcome, which would increase the real costs of debt, anathema
and will likely do everything within their means to keep this
possibility remote.

Re-balancing act
While the adjustments that come with fiscal deleveraging
threaten to be long and painful, the degree of pain will
depend on the extent to which private sectors and the nowprospering emerging markets are able and willing to re-leverage
themselves to counteract the contractionary effect of debt
reduction by the OECD governments. Although the media have
focused on the emerging markets and their massive savings
surpluses as a source of support for the developed markets’
rebalancing, it should not be forgotten that there are even
larger saving surpluses in the private—mainly corporate—sectors
within the OECD (Exhibit 7). Even if the savings rate remains
elevated through the middle of the decade, as the IMF forecasts,
corporate savings could still play a prominent role in alleviating
fiscal pressures and partially rebalancing the U.S. economy.

Exhibit 7: The global savings glut—the barrier to successful
rebalancing
4,000
3,500

OECD private sector savings
Asia current account*

3,000
U.S. dollars (billions)

The final two outcomes amount to defaulting on a portion
or all of the government’s debt. The “default-lite” scenario
involves some variety of restructuring. Typically, it takes
the form of a “haircut” on the principal of the debt and a
restructuring of the bond with a longer life and usually lower
coupon payments. In their authoritative study of financial
crises, Professors Reinhart and Rogoff list many instances
of domestic debt default or restructuring, by no means all of
which involve less developed economies. The U.K. and U.S.,
in fact, furnish prominent examples.7 The U.S. abandoned the
gold standard in 1933, effectively refusing to pay Panama the
gold annuity it had been promised in the 1903 Canal treaty.
The U.K. converted debt into lower coupon rates on several
occasions between 1749 and 1889, and in 1932 it consolidated
most of its outstanding debt from World War I into a 3.5%
perpetual annuity. Finally, outright repudiation of an OECD
nation’s debts remains a possibility, although one so dire that
it is unlikely governments would seriously contemplate it, at
least over the next five years, though on the margin we think it
might become more conceivable thereafter.

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

We thus ascribe a higher probability to the inflation option in
the later years of our forecast, achieved through extended
monetary stimulus or outright currency devaluation. Given the
magnitude and pervasiveness of the debt problem, we also
Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff, This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of
Financial Folly, 2009.
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Source: IMF World Economic Outlook (September 2011), Lombard Street Research.
Based on an approach used by Charles Dumas, Globalisation Fractures: How Major
Nations’ Interests Are Now in Conflict (2010).
* China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong.
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In the U.S., the average effective corporate tax rate has fallen
to about 23% as of 2010 from above 50% in the early 1950s.8
U.S. corporate cash levels are at 50-year highs9 and S&P 500
(excluding financials) net debt/equity ratios have fallen from
110% in 1999 to less than 75%10. The McKinsey Global Institute
notes that the corporate gross savings rate in developed
countries has increased from 10.0% of GDP in 1980 to 13.3%
of GDP in 2008, as the household savings rate declined from
12.3% to 6.1% of GDP.11

How deep are the pockets?
Successful rebalancing might then entail a reduction in the
corporate sector’s savings rate to offset public sector tightening.
Recent social unrest in the U.S. and elsewhere suggests cash-rich
corporations may in fact come under greater popular pressure
to put their excess savings to use. We think it probable the next
10 to 15 years could see government policies encouraging a
runoff of company savings—ranging in the U.S. from closing

Exhibit 8: Sizing the deleveraging to come in the OECD

2011 GDP
($bn)

Public Sector
2011 deficit/ Target deficit/
Implied
GDP (%)
GDP (%) change ($bn)

Private Sector
2011 private
Projected
savings % GDP savings (%)

Implied
change ($bn)

Current account
Implied change in
account ($bn)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)=(3)-(2)

(5)

(6)

(7)=(5)-(6)

(8)=(4)+(7)
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16
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3
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-5.9
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7

-2.8

3.0

14

21
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-6.1

-3.0

48

2.4
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25
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-8.5

-3.0

136

5.8

4.5

-31

105

Japan

5,855

-10.3
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399

12.8

8.0
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116

Australia

1,507

-3.9
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13
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0.0

-25

-12
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-823
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-1.9%
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Sources: IMF World Economic Outlook (September 2011), Gemstrat, J.P. Morgan Asset Management Global Multi-Asset Group.
Note: Target public sector deficit and projected private sector balances assumed by J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

Bureau of Economic Analysis, Morgan Stanley as of February 19, 2010.
Wolfe Trahan as of May 2011.
10
Standard & Poor’s, Compustat, FactSet, UBS.
11	
“Farewell to cheap capital? The implications of long-term shifts in global investment
and saving,” December 2010, McKinsey Global Institute. Based on a sample
comprising Australia, Canada, France, Germany (from 1991 onward), Italy, Japan,
South Korea, the United Kingdom (from 1992 onward) and the United States.
8
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corporate tax loopholes to, less likely, raising corporate taxes—to
offering tax holidays for repatriating the billions of dollars of
corporate cash currently sequestered offshore.

corporate sectors reduce their savings surpluses. The final
column shows the implied improvement in the overall savings
balance, or the current account. Using these assumptions, the
size of the economic adjustment could bring an aggregate
improvement in the OECD current account of $810 billion, or
approximately 1.9% of GDP.

Exhibit 8 (on the previous page) estimates the size of the
deleveraging task in the OECD. The table shows estimated
public sector deficits in 2011 based on IMF forecasts. We then
assume target levels for public sector deficits, annual budget
shortfalls that would be consistent with fiscal sustainability—
assumed to be in a range between 3.0% and 3.5% of GDP,
allowing more latitude for the U.S. as steward of the world’s
reserve currency and Japan because the vast majority of its
debt is held by domestic investors. The next panel allows for
a partial offset of the fiscal tightening as the household and

The question then becomes whether there is the scope for the
emerging world to run down its external surpluses to offset the
expected tightening in the OECD. A current account swing of
$800 billion is equivalent to about 3.6% of emerging market
GDP. Exhibit 9 shows the required movements in the current
accounts of the emerging markets that would fully offset the
tightening in the OECD. In most cases, we selected a target

Exhibit 9: Estimated adjustment needed to offset oecd tightening

2011 Current
Account ($bn)

2011 GDP
($bn)

C/A % GDP
(%)

Target C/A,
% GDP (%)

Target C/A,
($bn)*

Implied change
in C/A ($bn)
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Sources: IMF World Economic Outlook, September 2011; Gemstrat; J.P. Morgan Asset Management Global Multi-Asset Group.
* Target current account balances assumed by J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
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ratio of current account balance to GDP that matched longterm averages or came in somewhat below. The exercise shows
quite quickly that the most important “swing” factor would
be China. China would need to move into current account
deficit to facilitate this adjustment, something which hasn’t
happened since 1993 and which implies a sizable net swing of
5.7 percentage points of GDP.

Implications for capital market
assumptions
Lower economic growth
While the deleveraging process is already in motion, we expect
that only toward the end of our forecast period can the OECD’s
public debt/GDP ratio decline meaningfully. The historical record
confirms that the upward trend in public debt often persists for a
considerable time following financial crises. Professors Reinhart
and Rogoff have found that there is a tipping point for public
debt levels (relative to GDP) beyond which debt imposes a drag
on economic growth. Using evidence for 44 economies, both
developed and developing, covering 200 years of data, Reinhart
and Rogoff found a public debt threshold of 90% of GDP, beyond
which trend real growth rates falter.12 Institutions including the
IMF and World Bank have reached similar conclusions.13

More volatile economic growth
The annual volatility of U.S. real output from 1947–1981
was 2.8%. It fell to just 1.7% from 1982–2007 as the growth
in debt stabilized activity.14 Given the expected impacts of
deleveraging and policy decisions, we anticipate moderately
higher volatility of economic growth—and with it, shorter and
choppier business cycles—over the forecast period.

Higher inflation
It is reasonable to assume that electoral considerations will
encourage governments to allow inflation to rise to help ease
the real burden of public debt. A recent paper by Professor

Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff, 2010, “Growth in a Time of Debt,”
American Economic Review.
13	
Mehmet Caner, Thomas Grennes and Fritzi Koehler-Geib, July 2010, “Finding the
Tipping Point—When Sovereign Debt Turns Bad,” World Bank Policy Research
Working Paper 5391; Kumar and Woo, IMF, July 2010.
14
J.P. Morgan estimates from Bureau of Economic Analysis data.

Carmen Reinhart and M. Belen Sbrancia observed that the U.K.
managed to reduce its public debt after the Napoleonic wars
from 260% of GDP to 100% in a mere 40 years.15 A similar
feat was achieved in the aftermath of World War II, when U.K.
public debt was 238%. For the U.S. and U.K. after the war, the
annual reduction of debt through negative real interest rates
amounted to an average of 3% to 4% of GDP per annum, with
additional erosion through “financial repression.” It is notable
that real interest rates were negative for half of the highinflation years from 1945–1980, compared to less than 15% of
the time since 1980.
Negative real interest rates are one of the components of
financial repression, a term used by Reinhart and Sbrancia.
They define financial repression as having the following
features, which we believe are roughly indicative of the types
of measures some governments may be tempted to take
effectively to expropriate resources from creditors:
• Imposing explicit or indirect caps or ceilings on interest
rates, especially on government debt, including regulation
(such as Regulation Q in the U.S., which for many years
prohibited the payment of interest on demand deposits),
as well as ceilings on bank interest rates or caps on coupon
rates on non-marketable debt
• Maintaining low and steady central bank interest rate policies
• Ensuring a captive domestic audience through capital
controls, high reserve requirements for banks (requiring
them to hold a given level of government debt) or
“prudential” regulatory measures (such as requiring pension
funds to hold a proportion of assets in government bonds).
The three factors—slower growth, more volatile growth and
higher inflation fostered by financial repression—all point
toward deteriorating prospects for bond returns. It is thus
unsurprising that for some economies, we expect negative real
returns on 10-year bonds. Set against the context of the past
30 years, this 10-year outlook would seem highly unusual, but
in the context of a longer history, it could be argued that this
amounts to a return to business as usual.

12	

Carmen Reinhart and M. Belen Sbrancia, 2011, “The Liquidation of Government
Debt”, National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 16893.
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Tighter equilibrium credit spreads
With the U.S. credit downgrade, the stock of universally
acknowledged AAA-rated debt was cut substantially, inevitably
raising an almost existential concern among investors about
what it means to be truly “risk free.” As three of the five debt
resolution outcomes would be negative for sovereign credit
ratings—inflation, default-lite and outright repudiation—we
believe that more sovereign ratings slippages in the OECD
are likely. Thomas Lee, U.S. Equity Strategist for J.P. Morgan
Securities LLC, in a July 2011 research note, showed compelling
evidence of corporate and sovereign credit spread decoupling
(Exhibit 10). Taken together, we believe the trends support our
view of equilibrium investment grade spreads that are lower
than long-term historical averages.

Gruber and Kamin, December 2010; Laubach, 2009; Engen and Hubbard, 2005;
Baldacci and Kumar, August 2010.
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Rising debt burdens are likely to place upward pressures on
equilibrium bond yields, though we expect developed economy
interest rates to remain low for the next two to three years and
take an additional three to four years to normalize. Several
studies have estimated the effect of changes in public debt/
GDP ratios on equilibrium rates due to changes in perceived
creditworthiness. The estimated range is approximately 20 to
50 basis points in 10-year yields for every 10% change in the
ratio, with some forecasters using a rule of thumb of 40 basis
points.16 Additionally, the starting level of public debt has been
found to be significant and a higher starting level has been
shown to add further to equilibrium yields.

Exhibit 10: Percentage of corporate issuers in U.S. with spreads
on 5-year CDS less than U.S. government 5-year CDS spreads

Percent

Higher equilibrium bond yields

Source: J.P. Morgan Securities LLC as of October 28, 2011.

Keynotes in a decades-long theme
Looking out over our forecast period, we anticipate that the
consequences of the massive disruptions of the past several
years will reverberate for some time to come. The fiscal
trajectories of the leading developed economies are ultimately
unsustainable, and policy will need to be focused on reversing
these trends to avoid undue punishment by markets. But fiscal
deleveraging in the OECD cannot be completed in isolation
and ultimate success will hinge on the extent to which the
global economy can rebalance, with greater demand from the
emerging world.

Inflation

“Up” but not “Away”
by E h iwa r io E fey ini , Glo ba l S t rat e g i st , Inst i t utional Strategy Group
A nth o ny We r ley, Chi ef S t rat e g i st , End ow m e nt s & Foundations Group

W e e x p e c t d e v e l o p e d w o r l d consumer
price inflation to remain low over the next 10 to
15 years. However, emerging economy-driven
international price shifts will place increasing upward
pressure on prices, with headline rates of inflation
in the major developed markets outstripping core
(i.e., non-food and energy) measures.
Since the 2008 financial crisis, there has been a great deal of
uncertainty over the long-term prospects for price stability in
the major Western economies. On one hand, deleveraging in
the household sector (especially in the U.S. and U.K.) and in the
public sector (especially in the U.K. and eurozone), combined
with slow economic growth and high unemployment, suggests
that the deflation threat brought on by the crisis has not yet
been fully extinguished. At the same time, the aggressive
expansion of Western central bank balance sheets has
investors concerned that inflation could rise rapidly in future
years. Both sets of concerns are valid, but our central case is
that neither outright deflation nor significantly higher inflation
will afflict the U.S., Europe or the U.K. in the years to come. An
extended period of deleveraging and abnormally low interest
rates will keep uncertainties around inflation high, but despite
the risks on both sides, we expect delivered inflation to stay
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low and positive. Having been stuck in deflation for more than
10 years, a sustained period of positive inflation in Japan does
not look imminent.

Gauging inflation—Where will price
pressures come from?
Before making an assessment of the longer-term prospects
for inflation overall, it is important first to distinguish between
the different categories of goods and services that go into the
aggregate price measure. In particular, we make a distinction
between the prices of internationally traded items and those
of domestically produced, non-traded items. Prices of nontraded items (e.g., shelter, recreation) can fluctuate over the
course of the business cycle, but in the end they are ultimately
governed by domestic factors, primarily domestic monetary
policy and domestic wages. As the simultaneous house price
booms of the past decade in the U.S., U.K., Spain and Ireland
demonstrated, some domestically determined prices can
periodically diverge from domestic incomes. However, as the
subsequent price busts have shown, such deviations cannot
be sustained unless they are supported by an accompanying
rise in nominal domestic wages. On the other hand, prices of
traded items (e.g., petroleum and electronics manufactured
abroad for export) may de-link from domestic monetary
policy and domestic incomes, and thus from general domestic
prices, given that the cost of production and the demand for
these items are driven globally rather than locally.
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is the most widely referenced
measure of overall prices—both traded and non-traded—in
the major developed economies. While by no means a perfect
measure of price changes over time (it suffers from subjective
quality adjustments and substitution bias and fails to explicitly
capture changes in asset prices), the CPI benefits from being
comprehensive, frequently released and generally accepted.
Governments compile their respective consumer baskets slightly
differently, but their degree of similarity is sufficient to allow for
relatively straightforward cross-country comparison.

In terms of our distinction between traded and non-traded
items, we can distill the individual line items in each CPI into one
of three broad categories of good/service, each of which has its
own individual driver:
• Prices of domestically produced items are primarily driven
by domestic monetary policy and domestic wages.
• International food and energy product prices are
driven mainly by demand/supply conditions in global
commodity markets.
• Non-commodity import prices are principally driven by real
bilateral exchange rates.
While the precise weight assigned to each item in the CPI basket
differs slightly from country to country, on average, domestically
driven prices account for approximately 65% of the basket,
food and energy for 25% and non-commodity imports for 10%
(Exhibit 1).
Over the assumption horizon, we expect a slight upward bias to
developed economy CPIs overall, primarily due to higher prices
in traded sectors, and from commodity prices in particular.
Domestic price pressures are likely to remain muted. Given this
divergence, we also project that core measures of CPI inflation
(i.e., those that exclude food and energy) will undershoot
headline measures.

Domestic factors are the principal driver of CPI inflation overall
Exhibit 1: Broad developed economy CPI categories
Share of total (approx.)
Food and energy

Non-commodity imports

Domestic goods and services

Main driver(s):
Demand and supply
for global commodities

Main driver(s):
Domestic monetary
policy, domestic wages

25%

65%

10%

Main driver(s):
Bilateral real
exchange rates

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Data as of July 2011.
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A low general price environment

Unionization rates and core inflation have fallen dramatically
since the 1970s

Under extreme credit market stress over the past three years,
central banks in the major Western economies have turned
to quantitative easing (increasing reserve liabilities with their
domestic banking systems via asset purchases) in order to
improve liquidity conditions: the Federal Reserve via two
rounds of Large-Scale Asset Purchases, the Bank of England
via its Asset Purchase Facility and the European Central Bank
via its Securities Markets Program. The resulting increase in
the monetary base in each market remains the primary cause
of inflation fears among investors. But for both structural
and extended cyclical reasons, we nonetheless do not expect
these balance sheet expansions in themselves to have a major
impact on consumer prices.

Exhibit 2: Unionization rate and core inflation

Structural factors
Over the last three decades, the liberalization of goods,
capital and especially labor markets—both between and within
economies—has acted to hold down overall consumer price
inflation on a structural basis. Following various rounds of
international trade negotiation under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (culminating in the comprehensive
Uruguay Round in 1986), the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989
and the creation of the World Trade Organization in 1995,
increased offshoring and foreign direct investment (FDI)
have allowed Western companies to keep better control of
their labor costs—the largest portion of their overall cost
of production. The export-weighted global labor force (the
number of workers involved in the production of goods and
services for global markets) has risen at over four times the
pace of the underlying population since 1980, with the vast
majority of new entrants coming from relatively low wage
countries. At the same time, labor market liberalization within
countries has restrained Western worker wage increases. The
unionization rate of U.S. workers, for example, has fallen from
around 25% in the mid 1970s to roughly 10% today (Exhibit 2),
with the bulk of the decline occurring in the private sector. The
trend has been similar in Western Europe, the U.K. and other
industrialized economies. In recent decades, then, the major
Western economies have been operating in a structurally lower
inflation world, and we do not look for this trend to reverse.
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Federal Reserve, Census Bureau, International
Monetary Fund, J.P. Morgan. Data as of 2011.
Note: Unionization rate is defined as employed trade union members divided by
total number of employees.

A comparison of inflation drivers and delivered U.S. inflation
rates in the 1970s against the same factors in the past decade
helps to illustrate this structural break (Exhibit 3, on the
following page). The proximate causes of the high inflation of
the 1970s (surging oil prices, a weak U.S. dollar, rapid growth
in broad money aggregates) all more or less characterized
the last economic cycle, and yet the outcomes for delivered
inflation were very different: annualized CPI inflation was 9.3%
p.a. between 1973 and 1980, but it was just 2.4% p.a. between
2001 and 2008.

Extended cyclical factors
We know that monetary policy typically works via the banking
sector: central banks create high-powered (narrow) money
by crediting the reserve accounts of financial institutions;
financial institutions in turn lend to private entities (consumers
and businesses) in the real economy, causing broad money
to increase. But while narrow money has exploded as a
result of quantitative easing, broader monetary aggregates
have not. Indeed, most forms of bank lending to the private
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Inflation may have fallen structurally since the 1970s
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Exhibit 3: U.S. energy inflation, CPI inflation, Year-OVER-year (both scales)

2001-2008 (annual change, %)

Energy inflation

15.9

9.3

Trade-weighted dollar

-1.4

-1.7

Broad money (M2)

9.0

6.7

Unemployment rate*

6.6

5.3

Headline CPI

9.3

2.4

Core CPI

8.4

2.1

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Federal Reserve, J.P. Morgan. Data as of 2011.
* Unemployment rate is average over period.

Deleveraging has lessened the effectiveness of monetary policy
Exhibit 4A: Money Multiplier, M2/M0 (ratio)

Exhibit 4b: Bank Credit Growth, Year-over-year
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Source: Federal Reserve, J.P. Morgan. Data as of July 2011.

sector continue to contract (Exhibits 4A-4B). Investors
should not equate growth in narrow money (which is not
in itself inflationary) to growth in broad money. And for as
long as the private sector continues to delever, demand
for credit will remain weak and monetary policy relatively
ineffectual. Deleveraging, in addition, remains a weight on
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real economic growth, which will also dampen wage pressure
by keeping unemployment rates well above full employment
levels. Since the mid 1980s, there has been a clear inverse
relationship between the unemployment rate and the pace
of wage growth. Therefore, with economic growth to stay
low and the unemployment rate high, we would expect wage
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and domestically driven price inflation to remain depressed,
though not negative.
Over the past three years, the unemployment rate has of course
shot upward but, crucially, wage growth has been stable at a low
level rather than negative as the linear, pre-crisis relationship
would predict (Exhibit 5). This suggests either that wages are
sticky downward, or that there has been an increase in the
non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU), i.e.,
the rate of unemployment below which inflation stops falling.
Either conclusion would still argue for low inflation, but against
outright deflation.

Wage growth to remain depressed given high rate of unemployment
Exhibit 5: Average Hourly Earnings, Year-OVER-year growth rate
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, J.P. Morgan. Data from January 1986 to
August 2011.

Rising prices in traded sectors
We expect the upward bias for inflation over the next several
years to come from shifts in international prices—both
for commodities and other imports—largely as a result of
increasing standards of living in the emerging economies.

Emerging economy demand to lift
commodity prices
We know from past experience with other fast-growing countries
that economic activity is highly resource intensive at relatively
low levels of per capita income. Between the mid 1980s and the
late 1990s, for example, Korea and Taiwan grew rapidly, moving

from GDP per capita levels (on a purchasing power parity [PPP]
basis) of roughly the level of China’s today (around $7,500)
to roughly $15,000 to $20,000 (PPP). But just as remarkable
as the pace of growth was its composition. As they urbanize
and deepen their stock of physical capital, lower income,
industrializing countries tend to rely far more heavily on fixed
investment and trade for growth. The share of GDP devoted to
fixed investment in Korea, for example, peaked at 40% in 1991;
since 2000, the average figure has been just 28%.
In China, with fixed asset investment making up close to 50%
of GDP today, growth there is of course of a similar, highly
resource-intensive nature. But from the point of view of
developed economies, the difference with China is its sheer
size. The rise of Korea and Taiwan had relatively little impact on
global commodity prices—the growth rate of resource demand
in both countries may have been strong, but together their
populations total just 70 million. The populations of China and
India, by contrast, are each around 20 times that number.
Thus, while the pace of growth in demand for metals, energy
and food in China and India today is comparable to that of Korea
and Taiwan in the 1980s and 1990s (Exhibit 6, on the following
page), marginal demand is much higher in absolute terms, and
the implications for commodity prices are quite different. Indeed
China alone already consumes more nickel, copper and zinc than
the U.S., eurozone and Japan combined and is by far the largest
contributor to global oil demand growth by volume. Both our own
findings and those presented in a recent NBER working paper by
Barry Eichengreen et al.1 suggests that rapid, fixed investment-led,
commodity-intensive growth tends to persist up until a country’s
per capita GDP reaches $15,000 to $20,000 (as was the case for
Korea and Taiwan around 2000). At this level of per capita income,
growth shifts toward consumption and services, productivity
slows and income elasticity of demand for commodities declines.
Assuming China and other emerging economies follow the
same growth pattern, it should therefore be several more years
(around seven for China and more for most others) before the
demand-driven commodity price uptrend abates. We thus look for
commodity price increases for developed economy consumers to
continue to outpace overall price inflation.

1

 arry Eichengreen, Donghyun Park and Kwanho Shin, March 2011, “When Fast
B
Growing Economies Slow Down: International Evidence and Implications for
China,” NBER Working Paper No. 16919.
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Commodity demand growth in emerging markets
Exhibit 6A: Crude Oil demand growth
(absolute), Growth rate (annualized)

Exhibit 6b: Corn demand growth
(absolute), Growth rate (annualized)
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Exhibit 6c: Copper demand growth
(absolute), Growth rate (annualized)
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Imported inflation on the rise
We expect emerging economies also to be a source of
higher prices within the developed economies via their noncommodity exports. There are two main reasons for this. First,
the share of non-petroleum imports coming into the developed
from the emerging world is growing as a share of the total
(Exhibits 7A-7B).

Some 56% of all non-petroleum imports into the U.S. now
come from emerging economies (versus around 43% a decade
ago); the number is approaching 50% for the eurozone
(almost double the figure from 10 years ago). Second, the
growing divergence between monetary policy cycles within the
emerging and developed economies argues for an even greater
strengthening of emerging market (EM) real exchange rates than
might have been expected a year ago.

Emerging economies make up a growing share of developed world imports
Exhibit 7a: U.S. imports (excluding oil) by source
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Exhibit 7b: Eurozone imports (excluding oil) by source
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During the financial crisis, the collapse in global trade and
retreat in risk-seeking capital caused balance of payments
(BoP) positions in the emerging economies to deteriorate,
undermining their real exchange rates. But as the global
recovery has unfolded, fundamentals have reasserted
themselves. The stronger balance sheets and higher rates of
productivity growth in the emerging economies have seen
capital inflows return and BoP positions improve again
(Exhibit 8). And the now even greater expected interest rate
gap expected between emerging and developed markets
should further encourage private flows into emerging
economies. Coming into 2011, expectations had been for
Western central banks to embark on exit strategies from their
emergency policy settings, but these expectations have since
reversed, with an even more extended normalization period
now expected in the West, given the weak outlook for growth.
For emerging economies, this should mean that BoP positions
and real exchange rates rise further still.

the laws of economics, and where they might succeed in
controlling their nominal exchange rates, the consequence is
ultimately higher domestic inflation and therefore a higher
real exchange rate. Exporters may not necessarily pass on the
full extent of their real exchange rate appreciation, but some
combination of managed nominal appreciation and higher
inflation in the emerging world should result in higher prices of
EM-sourced imports for the developed markets.
However, given their relatively small share in the CPIs (around
10% on average), imports are unlikely to play a major role in
the direction of overall inflation in the developed economies.
Moreover, the impact of rising EM real exchange rates on
Western import prices is further diluted by factors distinct
from foreign production costs themselves. A recent report
by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco2 estimates that
as much as 36% of the final price paid by U.S. consumers
for “imports” comes from transportation and retail (rent,
wage and marketing) activity at home. Only 64% comes from
producers abroad. Thus, while rising real exchange rates in
the emerging world will exert some upward bias on developed
economy inflation, the overall impact should be limited.

Of course, official intervention by a number of the monetary
authorities in the emerging world (most notably China’s) acts
to stem exchange rate appreciation with a view to preserving
export competitiveness. But while official flows can help to
control nominal exchange rates, the additional central bank
liabilities created in the intervention process are a source
of local wage and price inflation. Central banks cannot defy

Strong balance of payments positions to support emerging economy real exchange rates
Exhibit 8: EMERGING MARKETS Balance of Payments, Share of GDP
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2


Galina
Hale and Bart Hobijn, August 8, 2011, “The U.S. Content of ‘Made in
China,’” FRBSF Economic Letter.
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Where are the risks?
The greatest degree of uncertainty over the forecast horizon
concerns our central case outlook for low rates of domestic
price inflation. In particular, our low inflation projection makes
three major assumptions about the ability of policymakers to
avoid policies that ultimately lead to higher domestic prices.
The first is that politicians will not turn toward protectionism
and sacrifice the production efficiency of global supply chains
in order to defend import-competing industries. Since the
onset of the financial crisis, there have been a handful of
protectionist measures directed at Chinese imports by U.S.
authorities (including duties on imported tires, copper tubing
and coated paper). More notable has been the relatively
small number of protectionist measures taken overall. And
while a prolonged period of slow growth clearly makes for
a heightened risk of increased trade protection, we are
encouraged by the post-crisis experience so far. A recent
paper published by the European Center for International
Political Economy3 estimates that protectionist measures
that have emerged since the crisis affect a maximum of 1%
of global trade in goods, while protectionism in services has
not increased noticeably; FDI restrictions have been few and
limited to specific sectors.

Fredrik Erixon and Razeen Sally, February 2010, “Trade, Globalisation and
Emerging Protectionism Since the Crisis,” ECIPE Working Paper No. 02/2010.

3	
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Second, greater support for trade unions could risk unwinding
another pillar of structurally lower domestic price inflation in
the West, but moves toward re-unionization have also been
few. In May 2010, the National Mediation Board in the U.S.
approved new rules that would allow airline and railroad
workers to more easily form labor unions, but the more
comprehensive Employee Free Choice Act (introduced in
early 2009) has stalled in Congress. Similarly in the U.K., the
Trade Union Freedom Bill (which would give greater collective
bargaining rights to union members) has also fallen off the
legislative agenda.
But perhaps the greatest risk lies on the monetary side. With
the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank and Bank of
England lengthening their normalization periods for monetary
policy (and potentially further expanding their balance sheets),
the risk of a rapid increase in broader monetary aggregates
remains significant should the money multiplier recover to
more normal levels earlier than we currently expect. Our call
for a prolonged period of deleveraging clearly argues for the
monetary transmission mechanism to remain dampened over
the next several years, but the larger the buildup in excess
bank reserves, the more critical will be a timely exit from
today’s emergency rate settings if inflationary consequences
are to be avoided.

Structural trends

Are valuations showing
their age?
by Mich a e l Fe se r, C FA , H e a d o f Qua nt i t at i ve Res earch and P or tfolio Management , Global Multi-As s et G ro u p
G ra ce Ko o, P h D, Q ua nt i t at i ve Re se a rc h and P or tfolio Management , Global Multi-A s s et Group

W e e x p e c t a g i n g p o p u l a t i o n s to
put downward pressure on developed market equity
valuations over the long term, but differences in
investment behaviors across wealth distribution cohorts
should temper the impact. Shifts in corporate pension
plan allocations are, however, expected to be a stronger
negative. Global capital flows should provide some
buoyancy, but not enough to offset downward equity
valuation pressures. We expect all these factors to
have a positive impact on bonds and to be particularly
supportive of bonds at the long end of the curve.
Over the last two decades, the average valuation for the U.S.
equity market, as measured by the S&P 500 price/earnings
(P/E) ratio, rose from its long-term multiple of 15 to more than
20 times earnings. Some academic studies attribute this trend
to favorable population dynamics that began in the 1970s as
the baby boomer generation came of age. Not surprisingly,
the approaching reversal of these dynamics, as baby boomers
enter retirement, is raising investor concerns about a secular
decline in equity valuations. The following analysis assesses
the impact of this demographic turn-around, the ongoing shift
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in pension fund allocations and the increase in global capital
flows from sovereign wealth funds on the equilibrium valuation
of equities and bonds over the next 10 to 20 years.1

An aging global population
Exhibit 1: changes in population distribution between
2010–2030
World

6
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4

The global population is aging rapidly, especially in developed
countries such as the U.S. and Europe (Exhibit 1). History
suggests that age distribution affects equity valuations. This
can be seen in Exhibit 2, which shows the relationship (using
data from 1950 to 2010, at five-year intervals) between
the S&P 500 P/E ratio and the “age distribution ratio” (the
number of people aged 40 to 59 years, relative to those
of retirement age [60 to 69 years]).3 This positive linear
relationship suggests that as the ratio of middle-aged working
adults relative to those of retirement age decreases, P/E
ratios tend to decrease as well.

In this analysis, we focus on the U.S., since U.S. assets continue to account for
the majority of global financial assets and high quality data are more readily
available. Although parts of Asia, especially China, also have a rapidly aging
population, the equity culture is less developed and more opportunistic in
nature.
2	
In this note, we focus on the impact of the aging population on asset valuation.
See D. Bloom et al. for analysis of the impact of the aging population on labor
market, saving rates and economic growth (D. Bloom, D. Canning and G. Fink,
“Population Aging and Economic Growth,” Working Paper No.32, Commission
on Growth and Development).
3	
One of the most important population characteristics is the ratio of the middleage group to the retirement-age group. This is because middle-age individuals
tend to accumulate financial assets at the fastest pace, since their earning
power and their desire to save for retirement are the strongest. This analysis
is closely related to Z. Liu and M. Spiegel, August 2011, “Boomer Retirement:
Headwinds for U.S. Equity Markets?” FRBSF Economic Letter.
1	
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Changing demographics can affect future asset returns
through their implications for both valuations and
fundamentals. While we acknowledge that demographics are
an important driver of economic fundamentals and future
corporate earnings, we focus here only on their likely impact
on equilibrium valuations.2 In particular, we ask the question:
How are overall household asset allocations and the size of
direct holdings of equities and bonds likely to change over
the next 10 to 20 years? Our answer challenges the view that
an aging population necessarily implies a collapse in equity
valuations and illustrates the importance of controlling for
wealth distribution when assessing the population/equity
valuation relationship.
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Exhibit 2: U.S. age distribution versus P/E ratios
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The United Nations Population Division estimates that in the U.S.,
this age distribution ratio will fall from 2.95 currently to 2.00 as
the baby boomer generation migrates from the 40- to 59-year
age bucket to the 60- to 69-year bucket.4 Given this estimate, a
simple regression between the S&P 500 P/E ratio and the age
distribution ratio paints a strikingly bearish outlook—projecting a
fall in P/E from 13X today to 8X over the course of the next two
decades. This is significantly lower than the long-term historical
average (back to 1881) of 15X and would, if realized, have a
massive impact on expected future equity returns.
For more detail on the global population forecasts, see United Nations
Population Divisions: www.un.org/esa/population/. Other papers on the impact
of demographics on asset allocation include Axel Borsch-Supan, “Demographics
Change, Saving and Asset Prices: Theory and Evidence”; James Poterba, “Impact
of Population Aging on Financial Markets in Developed Countries”; and more.
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The actual impact of the aging population, however, may
be less dire than what the above relationships suggest once
we consider that financial wealth is actually concentrated in
the hands of a few, whose asset allocation plans may differ
significantly from the life cycle model. In the U.S., wealth
distribution is even more skewed than income distribution,
with the top 5% of the population holding approximately
58% of the net worth of households and the top 10% holding
70%. According to the Federal Reserve’s Survey of Consumer
Finance,7 financial market participation is insignificant for
households with income below the median. Lower income
families tend to spend most of their wages on essentials with
little left for savings and investment. Focusing only on financial
assets, by excluding the net worth related to home ownership,
the concentration of wealth is even higher. The top 10% of
individuals (by net worth) owns 88% of all equities and 86%
of all bonds held by households. As relatively few individuals
control the vast majority of household financial assets, their
investment behavior has a disproportionate impact (Exhibit 3).
Fortunately, our findings suggest that the asset allocation
of wealthy individuals tends to deviate significantly from the
recommendations of life cycle models. Our interest in the
asset allocation of wealthy individuals, for the purposes of this
analysis, is empirical in nature—to understand how assets are
allocated, not how they should be allocated. The observations
are based on data from the Internal Revenue Service, which
provides comprehensive asset allocation data on wealthy
A life cycle investment model is proxied by the S&P Target Date Index. The
index is comprised of nine multi-asset class sub-indices reflecting the holdings
of a particular target retirement date among major target date funds.
6	
Asset meltdown hypothesis stipulates that when a large cohort of the
population (i.e., “baby boomers”) retires and seeks to sell their risky assets
(to finance required consumption) to subsequent, smaller cohorts, this shift in
demand puts downward pressure on prices of these risky assets.
7	
Federal Reserve’s Survey of Consumer Finance report and data are available at
http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/releases/surveysreports.htm
5	
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Accounting for wealth distribution

Exhibit 3: The majority of financial assets are held by high
net worth individuals
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Exhibit 4: Asset Allocation of wealthy individuals versus
life cycle investment models
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Combining life cycle investment models with the above stated
population projections results in a similarly bearish picture for
future equity valuations. Typical life cycle models suggest that
the equity allocation should be around 80% of the portfolio
for an investor before the age of 50, declining to 55% by the
age of 65.5 This significant reduction in equity holdings is a key
element of the “asset meltdown hypotheses.”6
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Source: J.P. Morgan; IRS Personal Wealth report, 2004; S&P Target Date
Indices—allocations as of June 30, 2011.

individuals by age.8 The data suggests two main areas of
difference (Exhibit 4):
1. Equity allocation as a percentage of the total portfolio
does, on average, change little as wealthy individuals enter
retirement. There is positive evidence of risk reduction
through an increase in bond holdings, similar to life cycle
models. However, the bond buying appears not to be
financed through the sale of direct equity holdings, but
rather through drawdowns of retirement assets and selling
See http://www.irs.gov/taxstats/indtaxstats. The report is available since 1989
and it is updated every three years.

8	
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of other assets such as secondary homes. Since wealthy
individuals tend to be in the highest tax bracket during their
income generating years, they also benefit most from the
use of tax-efficient products, such as insurance variable
annuities, when saving for retirement. Moreover, wealthy
individuals also benefit from a higher investment income
stream during retirement, which in turn reduces the need to
sell equities as they age beyond 65 years.
2. Wealthy individuals gradually increase their equity
allocation as a percentage of the total portfolio as they
reach 75 years of age and older. The equity allocation
increases on average from 33% (at 50 to 74 years old) to 38%
(at 75 to 84 years old) and 47% (at 85 years old and older).
There are several potential reasons for this drift to a higher
allocation among wealthy investors: they may have sufficient
investment income, obviating the need to sell equities and
are therefore comfortable with maintaining exposure to
risky markets; they may reallocate to more liquid public
equities from other less liquid forms of equity exposure
such as partnership interests or other ownership interests in
companies without listing; or they may become increasingly
focused on the intergenerational transfer of wealth.9
Applying the United Nations’ population forecast combined
with our findings on the asset allocation of wealthy individuals,
and assuming that all other individuals follow a life cycle
investment model, we anticipate a small net increase in equity
exposure over the next 20 years with valuations unchanged.
However, this increased exposure does not necessarily have
to translate into actual net equity buying; even a small
return premium for equities relative to bonds would alone be
sufficient to achieve this shift in exposure. While we expect
wealthy households to maintain a relatively high level of
participation in the equity markets, we also acknowledge
that most of the data available to us benefited from the
favorable equity investment environment of the 80s and
90s. The investor experience since 2000, however, is likely
to have reduced the willingness and ability (due to smaller
accumulated net worth) of the wealthy to maintain equity
exposure to the same degree as in prior generations. Thus, we
believe that demographics will have a modest negative impact
on long-term equity equilibrium valuations, but to a lesser
extent than suggested by research not controlling for the
Although the percentage of the population above the ages of 75 and 85 are low,
the wealth level of these individuals remains material. Their net worth tends to
be higher than that of younger wealthy individuals.

9	
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investment behavior of wealthy individuals.10 Consistent with
other literature, we expect increased demand for bonds from
the household sector as the baby boomers age.

Structural changes in pension fund
allocations—A likely negative for
equity valuations
A matter that may have more impact on equilibrium valuations
of equities and bonds is the shift in the asset allocation of
retirement assets held by baby boomers. Regardless of
wealth level, retirement assets constitute a large portion of
household assets and will be subject to a steady drawdown as
the population ages over the next two decades. Retirement
assets are mainly held in IRAs, defined contribution (DC) plans
and defined benefits (DB) plans. While IRAs and DC plans are
managed by the individual investor, defined benefit plans
are managed by professional pension fund managers, often
resulting in very different typical asset allocations.
High net worth individuals also dominate here and control 58%
of the assets held in DC plans and IRAs. If we therefore assume
that these individuals will manage their DC asset allocations in
the same manner as their direct holdings, we would expect only
a small decrease in equity exposure over the next two decades.
Again, this does not appear to be a major headwind when
compared to the total market value of equities and is unlikely to
have significant adverse impact on future equity valuations.
In contrast, we find the potential change in the asset
allocation of defined benefit plans to be a possibly substantial
detriment for equity valuation. For defined benefit plans, the
asset allocation decision is not only affected by the age of
the participants, but also by other factors such as the plan’s
funding status, whether or not the plan is still open to new
participants, the risk tolerance of the pension fund and the
financial strength of the sponsoring company. Using data
from the Federal Reserve, we also find that public and private
pension funds have started to deviate substantially from each
other in their asset allocations.
See Z. Liu and M. Spiegel, August 2011, “Boomer Retirement: Headwinds for
U.S. Equity Markets?” FRBSF Economic Letter; G.N. Mankiw and D.N Weil, 1989,
“The Baby Boom, the Baby Bust, and the Housing Market,” Regional Science
and Urban Economics; Abel, 2001, “Will Bequests Attenuate the Predicted
Meltdown in Stock Prices When Baby Boomers Retire?” Review of Economics
and Statistics; and more.
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When examining private pension fund holdings, we find a
fairly constant percentage allocation to equities from 1970 to
2005. However, since then, their relative allocation to equities
has been falling. Several factors have been behind this
trend, from poor equity market performance in the 2000s,
to changing regulation affecting the treatment of pension
liabilities on the balance sheet and income statement of the
sponsoring corporation, to the closing of many plans to new
and existing participants. The persistence of this trend after
the financial crisis of 2008 is evident in the absence of a
rebound in the share of equities within private pension funds,
despite a 90% rally in equity markets from the bottom in
2009 to Q1 2011 (Exhibit 5). Empirical evidence suggests that
this reduction in private DB equity holdings as a percentage
of the total portfolio will continue. The largest private pension
funds, usually the trend setters, have continued to trim equity
holdings in favor of bonds and alternative assets. Increasingly,
they also are adopting investment policies that attempt to
better match the assets to the liabilities of the plan, resulting
in a further migration of the portfolio to long duration
instruments relative to equities over time. Even though the
percentage allocation to equities has already decreased to
only 33%, a fall toward an allocation of around 25% would still
imply selling $180 billion of equities over the next decade.
In contrast to private DB plans, public pension funds have
made little change to their asset allocation, hence their
portfolios fully reflect the rebound in equity markets since
the March 2009 bottom. Given the low funding status and
relatively weak finances of state and local governments, asset

Exhibit 5: Equity as a percentage of pension fund assets—
Private versus Public
70

Private pension

Public pension

60

Percent

50
40
30

allocations with equity holdings of 60% or more are likely to
continue in the hope that investment growth will reduce the
required contributions to close the funding gap.
In aggregate, the retirement asset sector is likely to be a
significant seller of equities, increasing the downward pressure
on equity valuations. In contrast, although some of the rotation
away from equities is moving into alternatives, the implication
for long duration bonds is clearly positive. Empirically, the
top 100 U.S. firms allocated about half of the reduction in
equities to bonds, further supporting a favorable outlook for
bond valuations.

Global capital flows—A partial offset
Finally, we assess the ability for external flows to mitigate the
weakening domestic U.S. equity demand from demographic
and pension fund asset allocation changes. We focus the
analysis on emerging market (EM) foreign currency reserves
and sovereign wealth funds (SWF), as they are a key
institutional investor base with significant growth prospects.11
The IMF forecasts that the EM current account surplus will
grow at a rate of 7% per annum in the next five years. In this
context, we would not be surprised to see EM FX reserves grow
from the current outstanding of $7 trillion to $14 trillion and
global sovereign wealth funds to grow from $4 trillion to
$8 trillion over the next 10 years.12,13 The growing FX reserves
are likely to primarily benefit global bonds, given their typically
conservative mandate and an incremental per annum buying
need in the range of $500 billion to $900 billion.
SWFs may provide support for both developed market bonds
and equities. Assuming that sovereign wealth fund assets
grow at a rate of 7% per annum implies between $280 billion
and $500 billion of new investment capital per annum. The
question is how the asset allocation of SWFs will change as
they grow. We argue that the evolution of more mature SWFs,
such as the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global,

20

See IMF Global Financial Stability Report, September 2011, “Chapter 2: Longterm Investors and Their Asset Allocation: Where are They Now?”
12	
Currently, China holds the largest FX reserves in the world. By examining China’s
international investment position over the past seven years, we find that the
assets of FX reserves and their sovereign wealth funds grow at the same pace.
13	
According to the 2011 Preqin Sovereign Wealth Fund Review, sovereign wealth
fund assets under management total $4 trillion.
11	
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is illustrative of the typical development of a SWF, starting
out initially with a conservative, primarily fixed income
portfolio and moving to a 60% policy allocation to equities
today.14 Currently, about 35% of the SWF assets are controlled
by relatively young sovereign wealth funds, which were
established in the past 10 years. Given the above, we believe
that these funds are likely to use their new capital primarily to
buy equities to raise their equity allocation toward the policy
level observed in more mature funds. In aggregate, for young
and mature funds combined, per annum purchases of equities
may therefore reach between $180 billion and $300 billion; for
bonds, purchases may amount to $65 billion to $105 billion.15
The magnitude of these flows is large; however, sovereign
wealth funds invest their capital globally and not in the U.S.
alone. SWFs, similar to other multinational investors, may only
be willing to accept the incrementally larger risk of investing
overseas if valuations are relatively favorable compared to other
international or domestic investment options. Therefore, foreign
inflows may partly offset headwinds for U.S. equities but are
unlikely to put upward pressure on equity valuations. In contrast,
the capital flows seem clearly positive for bond valuations.

14

This is supported by data from the Monitor Group.
We assume 35% of the new flow is from younger SWFs and 65% of the new
flow is from matured funds. The younger SWFs will gradually increase their
equity holdings toward the typical 50–60% of the matured funds, and matured
funds will continue to allocate 60% in equities and 40% in bonds.

15	
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Valuations, on balance
We find the direct equity ownership impact of an aging
population to be modestly negative for equity equilibrium
valuations, but somewhat less dire than the outlook implied
by life cycle models, after controlling for the concentration of
wealth and the asset allocation behavior of wealthy individuals.
The more important pressure on equity valuations is likely
to occur through changes in the indirect equity ownership of
retirement assets, particularly in DB plans. Private pension
funds have been reducing their equity holdings since 2005,
and we find evidence to suggest that this declining trend
will persist. The weakening domestic U.S. equity demand is
likely to be only partly offset by purchases from sovereign
wealth funds, reducing, but not eliminating, the pressure
toward lower equity valuations. We therefore believe that the
equilibrium equity valuation is likely to fall further toward
or even somewhat below the long-term historical average of
approximately 15X. For the bond markets, however, we expect
all these factors to have a positive impact, particularly for the
equilibrium yield of long-dated bonds, and we therefore expect
this part of the yield-curve to be flatter than in the past.

Fixed Income Markets

Low for longer
by Mich a e l Fe se r, C FA , H e a d o f Qua nt i t at i ve Res earch and P or tfolio Management , Global Multi-As s et G ro u p
G ra ce Ko o, P h D, Q ua nt i t at i ve Re se a rc h and P or tfolio Management , Global Multi-A s s et Group

In brief
Expect lackluster fixed income returns as yields
eventually rise toward higher equilibrium levels:
• Yields to remain low before rising to more “normal” levels
• Speed of yield normalization likely to be slower in the U.S.
compared to the Euro area
• Negative real cash returns expected in most markets
• Flatter yield curves anticipated, especially at the long to
ultra-long end
• Lower credit loss rate than in the past should lead to tighter
credit spreads
As developed economies continue to operate with substantial
slack and above-trend growth rates remain elusive, we
expect core inflation pressures to remain subdued. Major
central banks are therefore likely to keep policy rates low
for the next two to three years and will, through this, sustain
the continuation of the current low cash and bond yield
environment. Policy rates are expected to start normalizing to
their equilibrium levels in 2014 to 2015 as resource utilization
finally tightens to more typical levels. This initial period of
unchanged yields is an alteration of the methodology used in
generating our fixed income assumptions in prior years, where
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yields were assumed to revert back toward the equilibrium levels
over a period of three years beginning immediately.
We expect the combination of an extended period of
accommodative central bank policy with continued investor
preference for safety in an environment of slow real growth
and shorter cycles to lead to negative real cash returns in
most markets.
Yield curves are likely to flatten globally, especially in the long
to ultra-long end as demographics and structural factors such
as the growth of liability driven investments increase demand
for long duration securities. The related search for income
together with a smaller quality differential between sovereign
and investment grade corporate credits should lead to lower
equilibrium spread levels. We believe the credit loss rate may
be lower than in the past, as the adverse impact from shorter
economic cycles is likely to be more than offset by improved
underwriting discipline and a lower level of excess in credit
markets. This should be especially supportive for high yield
credit as loss rates fall below their historical average.
In the following section, we discuss the forecasts by region in
more detail.

U.S. rates—Low for longest
Cash and bond yields are expected to be stable for the next
three years, followed by a four-year adjustment period toward
the equilibrium yield of 3% for cash and 5% for U.S. 10year Treasuries. Cash returns are projected to be adversely
impacted by the Fed’s accommodative policy and the investor
demand for safety, returning 2% in nominal terms and -0.75%
relative to core inflation. Fixed income returns will suffer
during the period when yields rise toward equilibrium levels,
and we expect U.S. 10-year Treasuries to return 2% over the
forecast horizon, in line with cash.
Assumptions show the yield curve between cash and 10-year U.S.
Treasuries to be slightly steeper than in the past. This reflects a
slight inflation bias and incorporates Japan’s experience following
an extended period of zero interest rates. We, however, expect
the long end of the yield curve, between the 10-year and 30year maturity, to flatten to 25bps in equilibrium due to strong
structural demand in long duration bonds.
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Equilibrium investment grade corporate credit spreads could
fall to 125bps, down 25bps compared to last year’s forecast.
As shorter economic cycles help prevent a buildup in excess
credit, we expect the average default rate for high yield
credit to fall from 4% to between 3% and 3.5%, lowering the
expected credit loss to 200bps versus the historical average
of 250bps. Continued strong investor appetite for high yield
assets will lead to a small decline, from 300bps to 275bps, in
the average net premium required to hold high yield bonds.
In aggregate, these effects result in an equilibrium high
yield spread of 475bps compared to the historical average
of 550bps. The corresponding return forecasts for U.S.
investment grade corporate bonds and high yield bonds are
4% and 7%, respectively.

The Euro area—A quicker path to
equilibrium
We believe that the European Central Bank (ECB) will be
more sensitive to inflation and will therefore try to normalize
policy earlier than the Fed. As a result, we expect rates to be
anchored only for the next two years, followed by a relatively
quicker normalization period of three years. The tougher ECB
policy stance also helps to maintain a positive real yield in
equilibrium, with a nominal yield of 2.5% versus a headline
inflation rate of 2%. For Euro government bonds, focusing on
the broader group of core countries including Italy and Spain,
we forecast a 10-year equilibrium yield of 4.5%. This is 25bps
above last year’s forecast, reflecting a sustained level of credit
differentiation among Euro sovereign issuers. The outlook for
European corporate credit is similar to that for the U.S., with
investment grade credit spreads of 125bps and a relatively
slightly wider high yield spread of 500bps, reflecting an
illiquidity premium for European over U.S. high yield bonds.

U.K. to normalize at U.S. speeds,
Japan at Europe’s pace
For the U.K., we assume that the path to normalization will
be the same as in the U.S., with yields initially unchanged for
three years, followed by an adjustment period of four years
and the equilibrium cash yield of 3.25% just ahead of headline
inflation of 3%.

l O W F OR LONGER

For Japan, the normalization path is expected to be similar to
that of the Euro area. Our thinking on the prospects for Japan
has remained unchanged from last year. Domestic savings will
continue to support low rates, and the cash and 10-year yields
are expected to stay low at 1% and 2%, respectively.

Fixed Income: Selected long-term equilibrium return
assumptions
Government—compound (IRR) 10–15 year returns (local)

Yields (%) Returns (%)
U.S. core inflation

2.75

U.S. cash

3.00

2.00

Emerging markets—Rising rates and
an evolving debt market structure

U.S. 10-yr Treasury

5.00

2.00

1.75

3.50

4.00

2.50

One of the main challenges in forecasting the equilibrium
yields and spreads for emerging market (EM) fixed income is
the potential change in the market’s composition. Each issuer’s
choice and access to the external debt market, as well as the
development of local currency markets, is even more difficult
to predict than its equilibrium yield.

European core inflation

We expect equilibrium yields for local currency EM debt to rise,
driven by higher expected EM inflation and higher real yields.
Inflation expectations will be pushed higher by the continued
high demand for commodities as well as the increasing
tightness in EM labor markets. Real yields are also likely to
rise as EM national savings rates fall toward the lower levels
typically seen in developed markets over time. The potential
development of the Chinese local currency bond market also
creates an upward bias to the weighted equilibrium yield.
Therefore, we have revised the local currency EM debt yield
assumption to 7.5%, up from 6.5% last year.

U.S. TIPS (real yield)
U.S. municipal

European cash

2.50

2.25

European 10-yr government bond

4.50

2.25

U.K. core inflation

2.50

U.K. cash

3.25

2.25

U.K. 10-yr government bond

5.00

2.25

Japan core inflation

0.50

Japan cash

1.00

0.75

Japan 10-yr JGB

2.00

1.50

Credit—compound (IRR) 10–15 year returns (local)

Spread (bp) Returns (%)
U.S. corporate bonds

125

4.00

U.S. high yield bonds

475

7.00

European investment grade corporate bonds

125

4.50

Pan-european high yield bonds

500

7.75

Emerging market debt

For hard currency EM debt, we believe that the credit quality of
the market is peaking as high quality issuers are likely to move
toward the development of and issuance in their local currency
markets, while new frontier markets will increase issuance
of external debt. Therefore, we keep the equilibrium spread
forecast at 250bps, unchanged from last year.

1.75

Local sovereign EM debt
Corporate EM debt

250

6.00

7.50%*

6.75

300

6.50

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Estimates as of October 31, 2011.
Equilibrium fixed income yields have been rounded to the nearest 25 bps.
* Equilibrium yield estimate

For hard currency EM corporate bonds, we believe the
composition between investment grade and high yield issuers is
broadly in equilibrium and the credit quality is likely to remain
relatively unchanged. Lower quality issuers are discouraged
from participating due to limited investor demand and high cost,
while very high quality issuers are likely to limit their use of the
USD-denominated market in favor of other cheaper sources to
raise cash. This dynamic should help to maintain the current
credit quality mix, leaving the expected equilibrium spread level
unchanged from last year at 300bps.
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Stronger returns despite
weaker economies
by E h iwa r io E fey ini , Glo ba l M a r ke t s S t rat e g i st , Institutional As s et Management

In brief
Equity market returns to remain relatively strong,
despite slower economic growth and higher inflation:
• Ongoing outperformance from corporate earnings, with
developed markets helped by overseas revenues
• Corporate cash balances used to fund acquisitions and
higher dividend payouts
• Valuations to remain constant or rise from current levels
It has been a tough decade for equity investors. Over the last 10
years, returns for large-cap U.S. stocks have been close to flat,
with similar returns for developed market equities overall. But
this “lost decade” for stock markets has not been unprecedented.
Indeed, there have been two other distinct points in recent
history at which 10-year equity returns resembled those of the
last 10 years. Depression and war saw long-run returns flatline in
the early 1940s, while expanding government deficits, rampant
inflation and a shift in the global exchange rate regime led to
the poor performance of the mid 1970s. However, after both
episodes, equities subsequently rebounded, returning around 10%
(annualized) over the following decade (Exhibit 1, on the following
page). Despite today’s economic uncertainties, we would expect a
return to more “normal” equity market performance over the next
10- to 15-year assumption horizon.
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Exhibit 2: Corporate revenue exposures by country—share
of total revenue

Exhibit 1: U.S. large cap total return
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1. Foreign-sourced earnings
Despite lower GDP growth expectations, we look for ongoing
outperformance from corporate earnings. Decades of
liberalization in goods, labor and capital markets have given
corporations a greater global reach, and we expect Western
multinational companies to continue to expand production
lines and sales in foreign markets. This should allow real
earnings growth to outstrip real GDP growth across the
developed world, with those countries having the largest
exposure to fast-growing emerging markets likely to see the
greatest divergence between the domestic economy and
domestic markets. In particular, European and Japanese
earnings should see the greatest benefit relative to their slowgrowing domestic economies. Both Europe and Japan source
a greater share of their total revenues from the emerging
world than does the U.S. (Exhibit 2). Japan is helped by the
large share of exporters with high exposures to emerging Asia,
while Europe—even as its debt crisis continues—has historically
shown very little correlation between long-run growth in GDP
and long-run growth in corporate earnings (Exhibit 3).

History shows little correlation between long-run GDP growth and
long-run EPS growth in Europe
Exhibit 3: Real GDP growth versus real EPS growth
4.5
Real GDP growth, annualized (%)

Crucial to our assessment is a clear distinction between
economic performance and market performance. While we
are less optimistic on the economic outlook, there are three
key reasons why we expect equity market returns to remain
relatively strong.
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2. Shareholder-friendly activity
Implied in our expectation for ongoing deleveraging, slow
growth and persistently high unemployment is that the
corporate sector will remain reluctant to expand organically,
particularly through additional hiring. With corporate cash
balances and earnings at all-time highs, this suggests to us
that companies will have to put their capital to use in other
ways. In particular, we look for a future pickup in dividend
payouts and acquisitions, especially given that both have so
far lagged the recovery in earnings and cash flow (Exhibits
4A-4D, on the following page). The expected rise in payouts is
reflected in a higher contribution from dividend yields over the
assumption horizon across the major large-cap markets, while
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Dividend payouts and acquisitions have room to rise from current levels
Exhibit 4A: S&P 500 net income	Exhibit 4B: S&P 500 free cash flow
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Exhibit 4C: Dividends	Exhibit 4D: M&A activity
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we would expect the bulk of new acquisition activity to be
directed toward mid-sized companies. We therefore also look
for higher relative returns to mid-cap equity.

3. Flat to slightly higher valuations
Despite our expectation for a deterioration in the economic
environment in the developed world (greater uncertainty,
slower growth and higher inflation), we are assuming that
valuations either remain constant or rise from current levels.
Equity valuations have compressed over the past year and
currently stand below their long-term averages. Measured
against a 40-year trailing mean, current P/E ratios are 15%
lower in the U.S., 30% lower in Europe and 16% lower in
the U.K. For the U.S. and U.K., we assume a flat contribution
from valuation changes. The more dovish approach expected
from the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England gives
our inflation assumptions an upward bias (historically a
headwind for valuations) in these markets, while current
valuations are not significantly below their long-run averages
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(each around 0.4 standard deviations). For Europe, we look
for a small positive contribution from valuation. A relatively
hawkish European Central Bank is expected to keep inflation
low (we are assuming no change from last year’s expectation
of 2.00%), while Europe’s P/E ratio is around 0.8 standard
deviations below its long-term average.

Other equity assumptions
Our expectations for prolonged deleveraging, continued
banking sector headwinds and an extended period of near-zero
interest rates in the developed markets also have implications
for some other key equity assumptions:

A shift in style preference
Historically, we have favored value stocks over growth stocks,
putting each at a respective 25 basis point return premium
and discount to standard large-cap equity. However, for two
main reasons, we are switching our style preference. First, we
believe that sector concentrations point in favor of growth. The
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Sector weightings and foreign-sourced revenues favor growth stocks
Exhibit 5A: Sector weightings by style	Exhibit 5B: Foreign-sourced revenues by style
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Source: Russell Investment Group, FactSet, Standard & Poor’s, J.P. Morgan as of September 30, 2011. Growth is represented by the Russell 1000 Growth Index. Value is
represented by the Russell 1000 Value Index.

largest sectors in value and growth are, respectively, financials
and technology—each accounts for around 25% of the index
as a whole. The share of these two sectors in the other style
category is, however, small—financials are just over 5% of
growth and technology is around 7.5% of value (Exhibit 5A).
We see a very different outlook for each of these key sectors.
Technology should reap significant benefits from an ongoing
corporate focus on productivity and continuing strength in
innovation in the face of slow economic growth. Meanwhile,
returns for financials are likely to be constrained by persistent
deleveraging in the private sector and a tougher regulatory
environment (including stricter capital requirements). Second,
the share of corporate sales derived from abroad will be
particularly important for returns as domestic economic
activity remains weak. At around 45% and rising (Exhibit 5B),
foreign-sourced revenue makes up a significantly higher share
of total sales in the growth index than in the value index.

Emerging market outperformance
We are also increasing our expected return premium for
emerging relative to developed markets from 125bps to
200bps. This differential—though higher than in past years’
assumptions—remains consistent with the last 15 years
of delivered performance in emerging markets relative
to developed. While we still believe that global markets
are highly coupled (i.e., they move in the same direction,
and emerging equities would fall along with developed if
developed economies were to enter another recession),
emerging market stocks are likely to enjoy a greater margin of
outperformance due to their lack of structural problems and
stronger fundamentals: lower government deficits, lower debt
ratios in both the public and private sectors, higher currency
reserves and healthy banks. In addition, emerging economy
policymakers have much more room to offer policy support
(both monetary and fiscal) than their developed economy
counterparts in the event of another downturn: while policy

Portfolio inflows a likely source of future support for emerging markets
Exhibit 6A: Equity market valuations	Exhibit 6B: Equity market shares
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rates are close to zero in the developed world, for example,
emerging market rates are just under 6% in aggregate. And
given an extended period of near-zero interest rates in the
developed economies, we would also expect emerging markets
to be further boosted by faster portfolio inflows, especially
given reasonable relative valuations and investor allocations
well below market capitalization weightings (Exhibits 6A-6B,
on the previous page).

Equity: Selected long-term return assumptions
Compound (IRR) 10–15 year returns

(%)
U.S. core inflation

2.75

U.S. real GDP

2.25

U.S. large cap

8.00

U.S. small cap

8.50

EAFE (USD)

7.75

Europe ex-U.K. (local)

8.25

Japan (local)

5.50

U.K. (local)

8.25

Canada (local)
Emerging markets (USD)

8.50
10.00

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management estimates as of October 31, 2011.
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A lt e r n at i v e St r at e gy C l a s s e s

Composite assumptions
understate top manager returns
by Ant h o ny We r ley, C hi ef S t rat e g i st , End ow m ent s & Foundations Group

In brief
Return assumptions for alternative strategy classes
reflect the core beta components of each strategy’s
composite returns and our long-term assumptions for
those components. Alternative strategy classes and
their associated drivers of return include:
• Hedge funds—traditional asset class returns, varying by
hedge fund strategy
• Private equity—U.S. mid-cap public equity returns
• Commodities—global nominal GDP growth and inflation; and
additionally for gold, emerging market equity returns and
the value of the U.S. dollar
• Real estate—economic growth, inflation and valuation
dynamics, bounded by fixed income and equity returns
In addition to these core beta assumptions, it is important
to consider manager dispersion when making an allocation
commitment to an alternative strategy.
This year our capital market assumptions exercise draws
a sharper distinction between traditional asset class and
alternative strategy class projections than in the past. While
there is a meaningful component of beta in most alternatives
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approaches, these strategies are employed primarily for
their alpha potential. The dispersion of manager returns is
significantly wider in the alternative strategies than in traditional
asset classes, reflecting the ability of skilled managers to add
alpha through an enhanced investment tool box. Alternative
strategies’ performance data represents a composite of active
manager data (i.e., it includes beta and alpha) and as such, there
is no precise, return to risk replicable benchmark like that for
traditional asset classes.

• The Fisher-Geltner-Webb1 methodology is used for
unsmoothing manager returns (see the following section on
adjusting risk measures for serial correlation).

As in past years, the 2012 strategy class composite
assumptions represent the core beta component of the
composites’ returns. However, in recognition of the potential
value added of employing alternative strategies, some
perspective around alpha or manager dispersion needs to be
considered in making an allocation commitment—particularly
in the case of hedge fund and private equity commitments.
To that purpose, in addition to the composite assumptions
for these alternative strategy classes, we have provided the
historical manager dispersion—observed over a time frame in
which the level of return was similar to that of our forwardlooking assumptions.

The private equity return assumption reflects our conviction
that an accurate estimation of average financial sponsor
returns would be essentially flat to the public markets over
extended periods of time. Specifically, we use our U.S. midcap public equity return assumption, since the mid-cap space
has historically been the capitalization playing field for the
largest percentage of assets dedicated to private equity. In
the absence of reliable data for calculating private equity risk,
volatility is calculated using the premise that debt levels are
a reasonable proxy for the risk assumed within a financial
sponsor framework. Assuming the average financial sponsor
takes on a debt burden 40% higher than that of the mid-cap
universe, volatility would be represented at a 40% premium to
public mid-cap equity volatility.

Absolute return/hedge funds

Private equity represents the clearest case for the necessity of
achieving a return premium to the average return expectation in
the assumptions. Compensation for debt burden levels, illiquidity
and other idiosyncratic risks taken necessitate a return well in
excess of public markets. Private equity return dispersion across
the private equity composite is the widest of all core asset
and strategy classes, reflecting the unique strategy risks and
capabilities (Exhibit 1, on the following page).

Identifying “core” beta
We employ a factor approach to determining the core beta
exposure each composite hedge fund series exhibits. The factor
approach utilizes a regression-based quantitative methodology
that seeks to find the best fit of a composite’s return versus
a representative sample of traditional market factors such
as returns for the S&P 500, high yield and U.S. government
bonds, etc. The factor approach has delivered a consistently
high level of explanatory benefit with regard to a hedge fund
composite’s market risk or beta exposures. These market risk
exposures are multiplied by the traditional long-term market
return assumptions. The output of this approach is a composite
expected long-term equilibrium beta return projection.
Other methodological considerations shaping our long-term
assumptions include:
• Hedge fund categories are defined by HFRI Index definitions.
• Our analysis is based on HFRI historical manager data.
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• We apply 90% Winsorization2 for outlier data clean-up and
historical return calculations.

Private equity

Commodities
We have assessed global nominal GDP growth (real GDP plus a
price deflator) to be the best predictor of long-term commodity
spot price change over a strategic time frame. Over the past
15-year period, global growth has been driven increasingly by
J.D. Fisher, D.M. Geltner, and R.B. Webb, 1994, “Value Indices of Commercial
Real Estate: A Comparison of Index Construction Methods,” Journal of Real
Estate Finance and Economics, 9:137–164.
2	
Winsorization, named for the engineer John P. Winsor, is a process for
transforming data for the purpose of removing the impact of potentially
spurious outliers on statistical results.
1	
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Exhibit 1: Manager Alpha and Dispersion
25th and 75th percentiles historical
Median historical

Equilibrium assumption

15
13
Annualized return (%)

11
9
7

7.75

7.25

7.50
5.25

5

8.75
6.25

3
1

correlations versus public equities and the U.S. dollar. Our
return methodology is a function of gold’s relationship to
global inflation expectations and global growth. We found that
the price of gold is positively correlated to emerging market
equity returns and inflation and negatively correlated to the
dollar. These three factors together provide a parsimonious
model that captures the impact of global demand as well as
the “flight to safety” aspect of gold associated with rising
inflation or a declining dollar.

-1
-3
-5

Event
driven

Long
biased

Relative
value

Macro

Diversified

Private
equity

Source: Forward-looking hedge fund assumptions are J.P. Morgan estimates
and based on methodologies discussed. Hedge fund manager returns are
taken from Pertrac and internal J.P. Morgan databases. Historical range
is given at 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles using annualized return from
September 2004 to August 2011, with the exception of PE data. PE historical
manager returns are taken from Thomson Venture Economics data. For
detailed methodology, please see below.
Given the complex risk-reward tradeoff in these assets, we counsel clients to rely
on judgment rather than quantitative optimization approaches in setting strategic
allocations to these asset class strategies.
Data and calculation for PE dispersion: For the historical PE dispersion, Thomson
Venture Economics is used for the 10-Year Pooled Horizon Return data, broken
down by quartiles. PE forward-looking return is based on the revised J.P. Morgan
Long-term Capital Market Return Assumptions for 2012.
Underlying Thomson Venture Economics Methodology: Thomson Venture
Economics Private Equity 10-Year Pooled Horizon return is calculated by pooling
all cash flows from a sample of funds over a 10-year time period, along with the
sample’s net asset value at the beginning and ending points of the calculation.
Based on this pooled series of cash flows, the Pooled IRR is calculated. When
reporting the 10-Year Pooled Horizon return by quartile, a fund’s quartile
position would be based on where the fund’s cumulative IRR falls compared
to funds with similar primary market, vintage year, and fund stage focus. Cash
flows of funds with similar quartiles would be pooled together to find the 10-Year
Pooled Horizon return by quartile.

emerging versus developed economy activity, with emerging
economies accounting for roughly 25% of global nominal
GDP. We expect this trend to continue, with emerging markets
increasing their share of global nominal GDP to roughly 50%
over the next strategic 15-year time frame. As a result, despite
the substantial rise in commodities over the past decade, we
see commodity prices continuing to show gains in excess of
inflation over the next 15 years.
Gold has claimed an important foothold in the portfolios of
investors—from individuals to institutions, including hedge
funds and central banks. Thus, it has earned inclusion in
our capital markets process. Gold is not an asset class but
does possess advantages as a store of value and has unique

Real assets
Real estate return estimations are typically bounded by the
outlook for equity and fixed income returns, as core real estate
has, over cycles, typically generated returns between those
for bonds and equities. Over time, we have also noted that
core real estate returns in major developed markets are highly
correlated to nominal GDP, so economic growth and inflation
expectations are also key variables to consider. Finally, when
moving out on the risk curve to value-added and opportunistic
strategies, levels of leverage and the accrual of value through
operational improvements are drivers of returns that should
outpace core real estate returns over longer holding periods.
The current approximate IRR of 7% for U.S. core/plus property
seems fair value in light of the return to risk opportunities
of equity and fixed income—not surprising given the level
of investor interest in core/plus during 2010 to 2011. With
investors still relatively risk averse, valuations for valueadded and opportunistic strategies have likely lagged core.
The combination of this valuation lag and expected return
premia, from both higher levels of leverage and the ability to
create value at the property level, results in the potential for
attractive relative returns for these strategies.
As a direct reflection of its lower historical volatility, European
real estate did not suffer as great a drop in 2008 to 2009 or
as strong a rebound since, as local investors tend to be very
committed to local property investment, supporting values on
the downside. Additionally, long-term cash flow and, therefore,
value appreciation should be limited by weak expectations for
European economic fundamentals and inflation.
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U.S. REITs
U.S. REITs appear to be close to fair value versus core; higher
leverage should thus result in a return premium over time.
The international real estate securities market has lagged that
of the U.S., suggesting that returns from an international or
global allocation should outperform.

Alternative strategies: Selected long-term return assumptions
U.S. dollar-based Compound (IRR) 10–15 year returns

(%)
Private equity

8.75

Hedge funds

Event driven

7.25

Long bias

7.75

Infrastructure

Relative value

5.25

Macro

7.50

Infrastructure returns reflect the exposure to stable sectors,
such as regulated utilities and energy pipelines, as well as the
need to attract capital by compensating investors for longterm commitments.

Diversified

6.25

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Estimates as of October 31, 2011.
Note: Private equity (PE) strategies are unlike traditional asset classes in
that there is no underlying investible index. The return estimates shown
above are equal to our estimates of mid-cap equity returns.
Given their complex risk-reward tradeoffs, we counsel clients to rely on
judgment rather than quantitative optimization approaches in setting
strategic allocations to these alternative asset strategies.

Real assets: Selected long-term return assumptions
U.S. dollar-based Compound (IRR) 10–15 year returnS

(%)
Real Estate/Infrastructure

REITs

7.00

U.S. direct real estate (unlevered)

6.75

U.S. value added real estate

8.00

European direct real estate (unlevered)

6.25

Global infrastructure

7.75

Commodities (spot)

6.50

Gold (spot)

6.75

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Estimates as of October 31, 2011.
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Ri s k e s t im a t i o n

Addressing the impact of
serial correlation on the
estimation of risk
by Ab du lla h S h e ikh , FS A , Qua nt i t at i ve Re se a rch and P or tfolio Management , Global Multi-As s et Group
M i c h a e l Fe se r, C FA , H e a d o f Qua nt i t at i ve Re search and P or tfolio Management , Global Multi-As s et Grou p

In brief
To provide additional insight into the estimation of our
capital market risk assumptions, this section:
• Defines serial correlation
• Explains why the presence of serial correlation is likely to
bias annualized volatility estimates downward
• Analyzes the presence of serial correlation across a broad
range of asset class returns included in our long-term capital
market return assumptions
• Finds evidence of positive first-order serial correlation in
returns for several asset classes, which, if unaccounted
for, could lead to significant underestimation of risk and
inefficient asset allocation decisions
• Explains the process by which we attempt to address serial
correlation in estimating annualized volatility assumptions,
with the intent of generating improved—though not perfect—
forward-looking estimates of risk
J.P. Morgan Asset Management’s assumptions for long-term
annual capital market returns are based largely on qualitative
input from a firm-wide, multi-asset class team of senior
investors, strategists and product specialists. Our annualized
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volatility1 and correlation assumptions, on the other hand, rely
more heavily on a quantitative analysis of historical returns,
with a qualitative overlay.

hedge funds of funds and private equity—show evidence of
serial correlation. This is due in part to the difficulty in valuing
the underlying assets at regular intervals, requiring managers
or administrators to estimate prices (e.g., with reference to
the closest marketable security or based on certain economic
indicators). If current asset prices are derived, for example, by
updating last month’s asset prices (after allowing for changes
in the economic environment since the last valuation),
then serial correlation reflects a gradual (rather than
instantaneous) recognition of the true underlying value of the
asset, resulting in a smoothing of returns.

While annual return history is limited for many asset classes,
using historical monthly returns can provide a more robust
data set for estimating risk. However, if monthly returns exhibit
serial correlation,2 estimates of risk derived from such returns
can be underestimated.

What is serial correlation?
Serial correlation is a phenomenon that occurs in a time
series when one period’s return is correlated to the previous
period’s return, inducing “dependence” over time. When
present in capital market returns, serial correlation is typically
“positive,” i.e., a positive (negative) return in one period
increases the likelihood of observing a positive (negative)
return in a subsequent period. Many traditional asset allocation
frameworks assume that asset returns from period to period
are independent and identically distributed. However, if one
period’s return is “influenced” by the previous period’s return,
this assumption is violated and there may be a need to account
for this effect in future asset projections. Typically, traditional
asset allocation frameworks do not explicitly allow for serial
correlation. We have identified serial correlation in a number
of asset classes and attempt to adjust for its impact on our
assumptions.

What are the likely causes of serial
correlation?
Serial correlation in financial market returns can occur for two
main reasons:
• Serial correlation is often a consequence of the illiquidity
and hard-to-price nature of the underlying assets. For
example, certain alternative investment strategies—such as

Throughout this paper, we use the terms volatility and standard deviation
interchangeably. Standard deviation is in fact one measure of volatility, i.e.,
how spread out the data is. Mathematically, it is calculated as the square root
of the “average of the squared differences from the mean.”
2	
Serial correlation is said to exist when the level of a given variable appears to
affect its future levels over time.
1

• Serial correlation can also be an intrinsic property of the
underlying asset class or strategy. In this case, it does not
relate to illiquidity or valuation issues, but rather to the
characteristics of the asset class or strategy. As we will see,
international equities and emerging market equities both
display strong first order serial correlation, despite the
fact that both tend to be quite liquid.3 In both cases, the
presence of serial correlation is likely a consequence of the
financial crisis experienced globally by investors over 2008
and into 2009.
Public equity markets around the world fell precipitously as a
result of the financial crisis, displaying month upon month of
negative returns. In developed international equity, monthly
returns for nine of the 12 months from November 2007 through
October 2008 were negative. In the case of emerging markets
equity, returns were negative for eight of those same 12 months.
This has had the effect of inducing statistically significant
serial correlation in monthly public equity market returns for
international and emerging markets equity.
However, why serial correlation exists is not the real issue.
Historical returns received by investors are what they are; we
can’t re-write history. The important point is that, regardless
of its source, the impact of serial correlation on annualized risk
estimates for asset allocation purposes is similar. This impact,
if not adjusted for in the underlying data, masks true asset
class volatility and biases risk estimates downward, leading
to potential underestimation of overall portfolio risk and
overestimation of Sharpe ratios.
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While there is no easy definition of what constitutes a “liquid” asset, it is
generally defined as one that can be converted to cash quickly with little
market impact. By this definition, most investors would regard publicly listed
equities in international developed and emerging markets as liquid, although
the latter could be considered less liquid than the former.

3	
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Exhibit 1 and its accompanying text explain why using monthly
asset class returns exhibiting positive, first order serial
correlation can result in the underestimation of annualized
volatility. The answer lies in the fact that the standard

assumptions of independence used in converting monthly risk
measures to annualized estimates are violated in the presence
of serial correlation.

W h y d o e s p o s i t i v e s e r i a l co r r e l at i o n l e a d to
u n d e r e s t im a t i o n o f r i s k ?
Since many asset classes do not have enough return history to calculate annual volatility directly from annual returns, estimates of monthly
return volatility (i.e., standard deviations for monthly returns) are often computed and then scaled up to annualize estimates, assuming
returns are independent from period to period. When independence holds, annualized variance can be estimated by multiplying the monthly
variance of returns by a factor of 12. Similarly, the annualized standard deviation of returns (i.e., the square root of variance) is estimated
by multiplying the monthly standard deviation of returns by the square root of 12. Under the assumption of independence, the variance of
returns increases linearly with time and the standard deviation of returns increases by the square root of time.
This scaling property no longer applies when returns are serially correlated. In the case of positive serial correlation (a typical case
for many financial markets), we are more likely to observe several sequential positive or sequential negative returns—and true risk
may actually increase more dramatically than the naïve traditional model assumes. Exhibit 1 illustrates this effect: Given an assumed
long-term rate of return, the orange line marks the expected (mean) value of the portfolio over time. The gray bands mark +/- 1
standard deviation around this mean, without adjustment for serial correlation, while the outer bounds of the blue bands mark +/- 1
standard deviation around the mean, after adjusting for serial correlation. As this chart illustrates, if the scaling methodology applied in
annualizing risk measures is not adjusted in the presence of positive serial correlation, risk is likely to be underestimated.
Exhibit 1: impact of positive serial correlation on risk

Portfolio value ($ millions)

250

+/- 1 standard deviation, unadjusted

+/- 1 standard deviation after adjustment for serial correlation
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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.

To provide empirical support for how serial correlation can lead to underestimation of risk, consider the difference between volatility
estimates for the U.S. equity market based on return data sourced from Morningstar. Morningstar provides us with reliable returns for the
U.S. large-cap equity market covering an extended period of time (from January 1926 to December 2010). Assuming independence, volatility
calculated from monthly return data (and annualized using a scaling factor of √12) is 19.19%. However, volatility calculated directly using
annual returns is higher at 20.39%. This underestimation in annual volatility, of approximately 6%, can be explained largely by the presence
of first order serial correlation. Based on the Ljung-Box test (see footnotes to Exhibit 2 and Glossary), we can, in fact, reject the hypothesis
that monthly U.S. large-cap equity returns are independent (at the 10% significance level). The evidence shows that the presence of first
order serial correlation in U.S. equities systematically biases our estimates of annual volatility downwards.
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How can serial correlation in capital
market returns be detected?
Exhibit 2 shows the results of our test for first order4 serial
correlation in the return series of a sample of asset classes
included in our Long-term Capital Market Return Assumptions.
We formally test for serial correlation by calculating what is
called the “Q-Statistic.” In this test, we are looking to either
affirm or reject the “null hypothesis,” which asserts that serial
correlation does not exist in the data. Throughout, we base
our analysis on monthly return data from October 31, 2001 to
October 31, 2011.

If the Q-Statistic for a given asset class has significance at a
10%5 confidence level (i.e., a p-value of less than 0.10), we
can conclude that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null
hypothesis of no serial correlation. In this case, we must allow
for the effect of serial correlation on future asset class returns.
If the p-value is higher than 0.10, the null hypothesis is not
rejected and we conclude that there is insufficient evidence to
reject the null hypothesis of no serial correlation.
As Exhibit 2 shows, we find statistical evidence of first order
serial correlation6 in the returns of several fixed income, equity
and alternative asset classes. Some asset classes—such as
U.S. intermediate Treasuries, REITs and commodities—do not

Exhibit 2: Testing for first order serial correlation in monthly asset class returns, October 31, 2001 to October 31, 2011

Asset class

Reject null hypothesis of no
serial correlation at lag one
Test statistic
(Q-Statistic)* p-value** (reject for p-value < 0.10)

Index

Fixed Income

U.S. intermediate Treasuries

Barclays Capital 7-10 Year U.S. Treasury Index

0.09

0.76

No

U.S. investment grade corporates Barclays Capital U.S. Corporate Investment Grade Index

5.84

0.02

Yes

U.S. high yield debt

BofA Merrill Lynch U.S. High Yield Master II Index

18.92

0.00

Yes

World ex-U.S. government bonds

Citigroup Non-U.S. Dollar World Government Bond Index (hedged)

3.74

0.05

Yes

3.71

0.05

Yes

Emerging market (sovereign) debt JPMorgan Emerging Markets Bond Index Global
Equities

U.S. large cap

S&P 500 Total Return Index

4.21

0.04

Yes

U.S. small cap

Russell 2000 Total Return Index

2.83

0.09

Yes

International developed

MSCI EAFE Total Return Index

8.66

0.00

Yes

Emerging markets

MSCI Emerging Markets Total Return Index

5.86

0.02

Yes

0.91

0.34

No

Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) FTSE / S&P NAREIT Index
Alternatives

Hedge funds

HFRI Fund of Funds Diversified Index

20.49

0.00

Yes

Private equity

Dow Jones Wilshire Microcap Total Return Index

12.57

0.00

Yes

Commodities

Dow Jones—UBS Commodity Spot Index

1.49

0.22

No

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.
* The “Q-Statistic,” formally known as the Ljung-Box Q-Statistic, is a test statistic for the Ljung-Box portmanteau test of serial correlation at a number of lags. It is
calculated as
where T is the number of observations, K is the number of autocorrelation lags tested, and
is the autocorrelation at lag j; the LjungBox Q-Statistic follows a Chi-Square distribution with K degrees of freedom.
** The “p-value” indicates the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis of NO SERIAL CORRELATION for a time series in which serial correlation DOES NOT
exist. A confidence level of 10% (p-value=.10) leads to rejection of the null hypothesis if the p-value for a series is less than .10 (i.e., the probability of rejecting a true null
hypothesis is less than 10%).
We only test and correct for first order serial correlation in our analysis, as
this has the most intuitive appeal for financial time series. However, several
asset classes also test positive for serial correlation at higher lags (at the 10%
significance level). Okunev and White (2003) provide a methodology to correct
for serial correlation at lags greater than one.

4	
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One could equally well choose a threshold other than 10% to determine
statistical significance.
6	
First order serial correlation implies that the return from one month is
correlated with the return from the previous month.
5	
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show signs of serial correlation, while others—such as U.S. high
yield debt, emerging market equities and private equity—show
statistically significant serial correlation in their returns.
Unfortunately, as stated previously, the presence of serial
correlation distorts the true risk characteristics of an asset
class or strategy. In particular, it is incorrect to model
future returns assuming independence, if in fact returns are
serially correlated (as our statistical tests indicate). If it is not
corrected, serial correlation can reduce risk estimates from a
time series by inappropriately smoothing asset class volatility.

How can we incorporate the impact of
serial correlation into risk estimates?
Our empirical work in the last section shows that certain asset
classes test positive for serial correlation. This result implies
that, over time, single period returns are influenced by, and not
independent from, previous periods.
In order to “adjust” for the impact of serial correlation on asset
returns, we apply a variation of the well-established FisherGeltner-Webb7 “unsmoothing” methodology, whereby we recalculate an “unsmoothed” return stream from our original data.
The new adjusted return series should be more reflective of the
risk characteristics of the underlying data generating process.
Notably, the new series should have a higher volatility and
demonstrate no serial correlation.
Our procedure for “unsmoothing” returns (or correcting for serial
correlation in the underlying data series) is a two-step process:

Step 1
We determine the correlation coefficient ( ) at lag one (i.e.,
previous month’s return) for each return series with statistically
significant serial correlation (as tested in Exhibit 2). We run the
following regression:
Rt = α + Rt-1
where Rt represents the return at time t

J.D. Fisher, D.M. Geltner, and R.B. Webb, 1994, “Value Indices of Commercial
Real Estate: A Comparison of Index Construction Methods,” Journal of Real
Estate Finance and Economics, 9:137–164.

7	

The regressions indicate the following estimates (Exhibit 3) for
the “serial” correlation coefficients, based on monthly returns.
All coefficients are statistically significant at the 10% level.
Exhibit 3: Correlation coefficients at lag one for asset classes
with serial correlation, October 31, 2001 to October 31, 2011

Statistically
significant
Fixed Income

U.S. investment grade corporates

0.22

Yes

U.S. high yield debt

0.40

Yes

World ex-U.S. government bonds

0.18

Yes

Emerging market (sovereign) debt

0.18

Yes

0.19

Yes

U.S. small cap

0.16

Yes

International developed

0.27

Yes

Emerging markets

0.22

Yes

Hedge funds

0.41

Yes

Private equity

0.32

Yes

Equities

U.S. large cap

Alternatives

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.
Note: The coefficient reflects the strength of the autocorrelation. Results are
statistically significant at the 10% level.

Step 2
We then produce our “unsmoothed” return series as follows,
based on the “serial” correlation coefficient already derived:
Rt (corrected) = (Rt- Rt-1) / (1- )
After applying the methodology outlined above, we obtain a
new data series, Rt (corrected) that should display no serial
correlation. Once again we use the Q-Statistic to test the
unsmoothed data for serial correlation (Exhibit 4, on the
following page).
The test indicates that our revised data is no longer serially
correlated. More important, our transformations of the underlying
data series do not alter the mean return of the series over the time
period considered.8

Although we do not empirically prove this here, it is an important result
as we contend that the presence of serial correlation biases only risk, not
return, estimates.

8	
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Exhibit 4: Tests for serial correlation on corrected data at
lag one, October 31, 2001 to October 31, 2011

Exhibit 5: Volatilities before and after “unsmoothing” for
serial correlation, October 31, 2001 to October 31, 2011

Annualized
Annualized
volatility before volatility after Underestimation
in volatility
“unsmoothing” “unsmoothing”
(%)
(%)
(%)

Reject null
hypothesis of no
serial correlation
at lag one (reject
Test
statistic p-value for p-value <.10)
Fixed Income
Fixed Income

U.S. investment grade corporate bonds

0.78

0.38

No

U.S. high yield debt

1.07

0.30

No

World ex-U.S. government bonds

0.23

0.63

No

Emerging market (sovereign) debt

0.12

0.73

No

Equities

U.S. large cap

0.01

U.S. small cap
International developed
Emerging markets

U.S. investment grade
corporate bonds
U.S. high yield debt
World ex-U.S.
government bonds
Emerging market
(sovereign) debt

6.3

7.9

19.8

11.1

17.0

34.7

2.7

3.2

15.4

9.5

11.4

16.6

0.94

No

Equities

0.00

0.98

No

U.S. large cap

16.0

19.6

18.1

0.05

0.83

No

U.S. small cap

21.2

25.0

14.9

0.09

0.77

No

International developed

18.6

24.7

24.6

Emerging markets

24.3

30.6

20.5

Alternatives

Hedge funds

0.31

0.58

No

Alternatives

Private equity

0.01

0.92

No

Hedge funds

5.3

8.1

35.3

Private equity

22.1

30.9

28.5

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.

However, removing the effects of serial correlation does
increase the standard deviation of returns (Exhibit 5). As
discussed, the higher volatility of our “unsmoothed” return
series is in line with our expectations, as serial correlation
masks volatility and understates risk.
The increase in volatility for asset classes with statistically
significant serial correlation is striking. It suggests that the bias
introduced by the presence of serial correlation can indeed be
very significant. In the case of certain alternative strategies,
such as hedge funds, using traditional assumptions can mask
volatility by up to 35%.

What is the impact of serial
correlation on cross-asset class
correlations?
In this section, we evaluate the impact of serial correlation
on cross-asset class and strategy correlations to assess the
viability of our unsmoothed data series. To illustrate the
impact, Exhibit 6, on the following page, shows correlations
between S&P 500 returns and different asset classes, before
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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.
Note: These results may not match our long-term equilibrium estimates due
to rounding and qualitative adjustments.

and after allowing for the impact of serial correlation.9 We
can see that the change in correlations between asset classes
and strategies is not as significant as the impact on volatility.
This is reassuring, as we do not want our transformation to
fundamentally alter the estimated relationship dynamics
between the various asset classes.

What are the implications for
investors?
In this paper, we analyzed the impact of serial correlation on the
volatility and cross-asset class correlation estimates of a broad
range of asset classes included in our Long-term Capital Market
Return Assumptions. Serial correlation is a phenomenon that
occurs when one period’s return is correlated to the previous
period’s return. If not adjusted for in the underlying data, serial
correlation can mask true asset class volatility and bias risk
Despite our finding that S&P 500 returns are not independent over the time
period considered, the original (i.e., serially correlated) return series does form
a useful benchmark for our cross-asset class correlation analysis.

9	
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Exhibit 6: Correlation with S&P 500 Total Return Index before
and after “unsmoothing”

Correlation to Correlation to
S&P 500 before S&P 500 after
“unsmoothing” “unsmoothing”

These results point to the importance of adjusting risk estimates
to account for serial correlation and avoid underestimating
risk. Our research also suggests that our data transformation
does not alter the mean return of the underlying series or the
fundamental relationship dynamics between asset classes.

Fixed Income

U.S. investment grade corporate bonds

0.24

0.21

U.S. high yield debt

0.71

0.70

World ex-U.S. government bonds

-0.31

-0.32

Emerging market (sovereign) debt

0.56

0.55

U.S. small cap

0.90

0.90

International developed

0.90

0.87

Emerging markets

0.82

0.80

Equities

Alternatives

Hedge funds

0.62

0.60

Private equity

0.86

0.87

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.
Note: These numbers may not match our estimates of long-term equilibrium
correlations due to transformations we apply, including ensuring the crossasset correlation matrix is positive definite.

estimates downward, leading to underestimation of overall
portfolio risk and overestimation of Sharpe ratios.

In our view, investors should allow for the effects of serial
correlation (and indeed other forms of non-normality, such
as fat-left tails and converging correlations10) in their asset
allocation decision-making process. In extreme cases, these
“non-normal” effects may lead to significant underestimation
of risk at the asset class and portfolio level, leading to excessive
risk taking and inefficient asset allocation decisions.
To summarize, in generating annualized volatility and
correlation estimates for asset classes included in our Longterm Capital Market Return Assumptions, we test for serial
correlation and adjust these estimates accordingly, based
on quantitative techniques as well as a qualitative review for
reasonableness and consistency. We believe that risk estimates
that account for the effects of serial correlation represent
improved—albeit not perfect—inputs into the asset allocation
process, compared to those derived purely from historical data
using traditional techniques.

We found evidence of serial correlation in monthly returns
for a number of asset classes and adjusted (unsmoothed)
these returns to account for the impact of serial correlation
on our annualized estimates of volatility and cross-asset class
correlations. Relative to estimates based on unadjusted monthly
returns, estimates accounting for serial correlation showed:
• A substantial increase in annualized volatility measures
• Unaltered mean returns for the period considered
• A small, often negligible, change in cross-asset
class correlations between different asset classes
and strategies.

For a full treatment of this topic, please refer to our original white paper titled
Non-Normality of Market Returns—A Framework For Asset Allocation DecisionMaking. Abdullah Z. Sheikh, J.P.Morgan Asset Management, 2009, available on
our website at www.jpmorgan.com/institutional.
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Glossary
Asset meltdown hypothesis stipulates that when a large cohort
of the population (i.e., “baby boomers”) retires and seeks
to sell their risky assets (to finance required consumption)
to subsequent, smaller cohorts, this shift in demand puts
downward pressure on prices of these risky assets.
Balance of payments is the record of monetary transactions
between a country and the outside world. Receipt of funds,
such as those from exports, new borrowing and investment
receipts, are recorded as positive (credit) items; payment of
funds, such as for imports, debt servicing or new investment,
are negative (debit) items. The overall balance of payments
should equal zero when all components (including changes in
reserve items) are included.
Budget surplus (deficit) is a government’s revenues
(expenditures) in excess of expenditures (revenues), including
interest payments.
Current account is equal to the balance of trade, or value
of exports minus imports of goods and services, plus factor
income (e.g., interest and dividends) and net unilateral
transfers (e.g., foreign aid). A current account surplus often
increases a country’s net foreign assets.

Financial repression is a term used by Reinhart and Sbrancia
to describe an environment of exceptionally low or negative
real rates. Under financial repression, governments impose
explicit or indirect ceilings on interest and coupon rates,
especially on government debt; their central banks maintain
low rate policies and they ensure a captive domestic audience
through capital controls, high reserve requirements for banks
(requiring them to hold a given level of government debt)
or “prudential” regulatory measures (e.g., requiring pension
funds to hold a proportion of assets in government bonds).
Foreign exchange reserves or international reserves are
foreign currency-denominated assets (e.g., cash deposits,
bonds, special drawing rights and IMF reserve positions)
and gold held by a central bank. These assets are usually
denominated in certain reserve currencies (e.g., U.S. dollar),
and are sometimes used to intervene in foreign exchange
markets to influence or peg the exchange rate.
NAIRU or Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment
refers to an observed unemployment rate at which prices rise
in line with inflation expectations and below which inflation
accelerates.
Normalization refers to the restoration of economic
conditions, such as interest rates, to more cycle-neutral levels
following a temporary dislocation period.

Cyclically adjusted budget balance is a structural fiscal
position estimated by adjusting the budget surplus (deficit)
to reflect a hypothetical business-cycle neutral environment,
based on assumptions for cyclical sensitivities of government
revenues and expenditures. The IMF and OECD publish
estimates of this indicator.

OECD or the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development is an international organization of democratic
countries with market-based economies founded in 1961, which
“provides governments a setting in which to discuss, develop,
and perfect economic and social policy.”

Debt is some quantity owed as a result of past or present
borrowing.

Primary budget balance of a government is its overall budget
deficit (or surplus) excluding debt service net expenditures
(i.e., interest and principal payments on outstanding debt).

Debt service is a borrower’s payments on its debt over some
period, usually inclusive of both principal and interest.
Equilibrium level is the average or cycle-neutral value for a
market or macroeconomic variable (e.g., yield or credit spread)
expected to prevail over the long term.
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Purchasing Power Parity or PPP is when the same bundle
of goods (usually that defined by the CPI) in two countries
has an equal value at the prevailing exchange rate. Adjusting
GDP for PPP means converting a country’s GDP to another
currency using the hypothetical exchange rate that would yield
purchasing power parity.

Glossary

P-value indicates the probability that a test statistic (e.g.,
Q-Statistic, in the case of testing for serial correlation) is at
least as extreme as the one calculated on the data, assuming
the null hypothesis (e.g., serial correlation does not exist) is
true, given certain assumptions about the underlying data
(e.g., data is sampled from a normal distribution).
Q-Statistic is the test statistic for the Ljung-Box portmanteau
test of serial correlation at a number of lags. It is calculated
as
where T is the number of observations,
K is the number of autocorrelation lags tested, and
is the
autocorrelation at lag j; the Ljung-Box Q-Statistic follows a
Chi-Square distribution with K degrees of freedom.
Quantitative easing or QE is a form of monetary policy by
which a central bank purchases financial assets, thereby
expanding its balance sheet, increasing the money supply and
stimulating aggregate demand; quantitative easing is distinct
from the more usual policy of targeting interest rates through
open market operations and is usually employed when interest
rates are already exceptionally low.
Serial correlation, also known as autocorrelation or lagged
correlation, is correlation between a time series variable with
itself over some interval. If returns are serially correlated
at lag 1, then returns in one period are positively related to
returns in the prior period.
Standard deviation is one measure of how dispersed data
is around the average. Mathematically, it is calculated as
the square root of variance, which is the mean of squared
differences from the mean.
Volatility is a term used interchangeably with standard
deviation throughout this paper to describe the variation in
changes of some financial level or rate over time.
Winsorization applies a cap and floor to extreme data values
to remove the impact of potentially spurious outlier data on
statistical results. A 90% Winsorization would set all values
below the 5th percentile and above the 95th percentile to these
respective percentile values. Winsorizing is not equivalent to
“trimming,” which simply excludes outlier data from the sample.
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Alternative/Other2

Equity2

Fixed Income2

U.S.
Economic
Indicators

Expected 10–15 year annualized compound returns (%)1,2

Core Inflation
Real GDP

2.25 Prolonged period of deleveraging in the public and private sectors and a slower rate of increase in

U.S. Cash
U.S. Intermediate Treasury3
U.S. Long Treasury4
U.S. TIPS
U.S. Aggregate
U.S. Short Duration Gov’t/Credit
U.S. Long Duration Gov’t/Credit
U.S. Investment Grade Corporate
U.S. Long Corporate
U.S. High Yield
U.S. Leveraged Loan
World Government Bond (local)
World ex-U.S. Government Bond (local)
World ex-U.S. Government Bond
Emerging Market Sovereign Debt
Emerging Market Local Currency Sovereign Debt
Emerging Market Corporate Debt
U.S. Municipal
U.S. Large Cap
U.S. Large Cap EPS Growth
U.S. Large Cap Dividend Yield
U.S. Large Cap P/E Return Impact
U.S. Mid Cap
U.S. Small Cap
U.S. Large Cap Value
U.S. Large Cap Growth
Europe ex-U.K. Large Cap (local)
Japan Large Cap (local)
U.K. Large Cap (local)
EAFE Equity (local)
EAFE Equity
Emerging Market Equity
Asia ex-Japan Equity
Global Equity
U.S. Private Equity5,6
U.S. Direct Real Estate (unlevered)5,6
U.S. Value Added Real Estate (unlevered)5,6
European Real Estate (unlevered, local)5,6
U.S. REITs
Global Infrastructure5,6
Hedge Fund—Diversified5,6
Hedge Fund—Event Driven5,6
Hedge Fund—Long Bias5,6
Hedge Fund—Relative Value5,6
Hedge Fund—Macro5,6
Commodities (spot)5
Gold (spot)

2.00
1.75
1.75
3.50
3.00
2.25
3.50
4.00
4.75
7.00
6.00
2.00
2.25
2.50
6.00
6.75
6.50
2.50
8.00
5.25
2.75
zero
8.75
8.50
7.75
8.25
8.25
5.50
8.25
7.50
7.75
10.00
10.00
8.25
8.75
6.75
8.00
6.50
7.00
7.75
6.25
7.25
7.75
5.25
7.50
6.50
6.75

3
4

Federal Reserve to keep policy rates on hold for an extended period and raise them only gradually
Absolute yields to stay low in the near term, rising toward higher equilibrium nominal levels as monetary
rates rise.
TIPS to outperform nominal Treasuries as expected inflation rises from current levels.

Spreads expected to narrow, but total returns to be constrained as overall yields rise with Treasury rates.

Limited capital losses expected as spreads narrow significantly to offset projected rise in Treasury rates.
Government bond yields to rise globally from current levels leading to capital losses as rates converge
Dollar depreciation against weighted average of WGBI currencies expected to boost returns to U.S. investors.
Spreads expected to narrow, but total returns to be constrained as overall yields rise with U.S.
Yields expected to rise as inflation and real rates in emerging economies increase over time. Total
Spreads expected to narrow, but total returns to be constrained as overall yields rise with U.S.
Municipals to outperform taxable bonds as yield ratio converges toward historical norms, partially
Sum of below building blocks (Nominal EPS growth + Dividend yield + P/E return impact). Total returns
Corporate earnings growth expected to exceed nominal GDP growth as companies maintain cost
Dividend yields expected to rise as companies favor payouts over new investment given higher
Valuation multiples to remain below long-term historical averages given persistent deleveraging
Premium to large cap assumed for both. Mid-cap companies in particular likely to benefit from
Growth expected to outperform value given more favorable sector concentrations and higher share of
European corporate earnings premium to nominal GDP expected given relatively large share of emerging
Japanese earnings to outperform domestic economy given exposure to fast-growing overseas markets.
U.K. earnings premium to nominal GDP expected given supports from foreign-sourced revenues and
Market capitalization weighted average of expectations for regional equity returns.
Dollar depreciation against weighted average of EAFE currencies expected to boost returns to U.S. investors.
Healthier economic fundamentals, more favorable demographics and more policy flexibility to support
Headwinds from higher imported commodity prices expected to be offset by stronger underlying
Market capitalization weighted average of expectations for regional equity returns.
Median returns assumed to be in line with mid-cap equity. Sizeable divergence expected across private
Returns typically between stocks and bonds. Some boost from valuation still assumed, but larger
Premium to direct real estate assumed as in prior years for specialized acquisition and
European real estate to lag U.S. given weaker economic outlook and less room for price appreciation
Small premium to underlying core real estate restored given recent period of sustained underperformance
Exposure to government-regulated sectors to limit return downside. Returns boosted by leverage, modest
Expected hedge fund returns based on multi-variate regressions to public markets. Blend of emerging
Blend of emerging market, commodities, mid cap, small cap, EAFE, U.S. high yield and cash betas the main
Blend of commodities, Asia and small cap betas the main driver of median manager expected return.
Blend of emerging market, commodities, U.S. high yield and investment grade bond betas the main
Blend of commodities and cash betas the main driver of median manager expected return. Sizeable
Expected return based on expectation for global nominal GDP growth, with the majority of demand
Expected return based on historical relationship with inflation expectations, the U.S. dollar and

Return estimates are on a compound or internal rate of return (IRR) basis. Equivalent arithmetic averages, as well as further information, are shown on the following page.
All asset class assumptions are in total return terms, including equity return assumptions. All returns are in U.S. dollar terms unless otherwise indicated.
U.S. Intermediate Treasury returns based on Barclays Capital U.S. Treasury: 7–10 Year Index.
U.S. Long Treasury returns based on Barclays Capital U.S. Treasury: 20+ Year Index.

1	
2

Rationale

3.25 High unemployment and deleveraging of the public and private sectors to keep inflation low overall,
2.75 should drive commodity prices higher, causing headline inflation to outstrip core.

Inflation
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As of October 31, 2011
while aggressive reflationary central bank policy and rising import prices risk higher inflation over the medium to longer term. Strong growth in the emerging economies
the labor force to constrain economic growth.
thereafter. Real rates to remain close to zero on average.
policy is eventually normalized. Real total returns negative due to both low income return and capital losses as

Income expected to be the major driver of return. Haircut applied to total returns for expected defaults.
to equilibrium.
Treasury rates.
returns largely driven by income.
Treasury rates.
offsetting expected increase in Treasury yields.
expected to recover over the long term as corporate sector outperforms domestic economy.
discipline and revenues benefit from fast-growing overseas markets.
uncertainty over economic outlook.
pressures and higher expected inflation.
acquisition activity by larger firms, especially given significant cash build-up on large-cap corporate balance sheets.
revenues sourced from overseas markets.
market sourced revenues. Valuations to improve from depressed levels as a resolution to the debt crisis is ultimately reached. Moderate rise in dividend yields expected.
Japan to remain a global underperformer given demographic challenges and ongoing battle with deflation.
proactive approach to fiscal consolidation. Tolerance for higher inflation to keep valuations in check, but dividend yields expected to rise moderately.

long-run emerging market growth. Capital inflows expected to support equity returns, particularly given low current investor allocations.
economic growth than in other emerging regions.
investments.
discount to equities expected given recent period of sustained outperformance.
management expertise.
after shallower downturn and earlier recovery.
and return boost from leverage.
exposure to fast-growing emerging markets and likely increase in privatizations.
market, commodities, small cap and U.S. investment grade bond betas the main driver of median manager expected return. Sizeable divergences expected among managers.
driver of median manager expected return. Sizeable divergences expected among managers.
Sizeable divergences expected among managers.
driver of median manager expected return. Sizeable divergences expected among managers.
divergences expected among managers.
growth coming from the emerging economies.
emerging markets.
Private equity, hedge funds, real estate, infrastructure and commodities are unlike other asset categories shown above in that there is no underlying investible index.
Hedge fund returns are shown net of manager fees.
6	
The return estimates shown for these asset classes and strategies are our estimates of industry medians—the dispersion of returns among managers in these asset
classes and strategies is typically far wider than for traditional asset classes.
See additional notes on the following pages.
5	
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U.S. Leveraged Loan

World Government Bond (hedged)

World Government Bond (unhedged)

World ex-U.S. Government Bond (hedged)

9.69 8.00 19.50 -0.02 -0.02 -0.29 -0.28
11.35 8.75 24.50 -0.02 -0.05 -0.28 -0.25
11.21 8.50 25.00 -0.01 -0.05 -0.34 -0.29
9.66 7.75 20.75 -0.03 -0.01 -0.26 -0.25
10.11 8.25 20.50 -0.01 -0.03 -0.32 -0.31
11.31 8.00 27.75 -0.04 0.03 -0.23 -0.22
8.86 6.75 21.75 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 0.00
10.62 8.00 24.50 0.00 -0.01 -0.27 -0.29
9.62 7.75 20.50 -0.06 0.03 -0.38 -0.31
10.42 7.75 24.75 -0.04 0.01 -0.22 -0.21
13.88 10.00 30.50 -0.04 0.03 -0.23 -0.23
13.59 10.00 29.25 -0.09 0.03 -0.23 -0.23
10.47 8.25 22.50 -0.03 0.00 -0.26 -0.25

0.04
0.09
0.01
0.06
0.03
0.07
0.24
0.08
-0.11
0.12
0.14
0.10
0.09

-0.06
-0.04
-0.10
-0.02
-0.10
0.00
0.17
0.00
-0.14
0.06
0.02
0.00
-0.01

-0.18
-0.17
-0.24
-0.14
-0.20
-0.07
0.07
-0.06
-0.25
-0.03
-0.06
-0.08
-0.11

-0.04
0.00
-0.07
-0.01
-0.08
0.01
0.20
-0.02
-0.08
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.01

0.21
0.26
0.17
0.24
0.18
0.27
0.40
0.30
0.19
0.34
0.30
0.27
0.29

0.23
0.29
0.21
0.26
0.20
0.28
0.38
0.29
0.22
0.34
0.30
0.29
0.30

0.69
0.72
0.66
0.68
0.69
0.67
0.54
0.64
0.66
0.70
0.67
0.66
0.72

0.46
0.51
0.47
0.44
0.49
0.43
0.38
0.50
0.50
0.47
0.46
0.48
0.49

-0.31
-0.30
-0.32
-0.25
-0.34
-0.23
-0.07
-0.27
-0.35
-0.21
-0.25
-0.24
-0.27

0.08
0.07
0.03
0.13
0.03
0.26
0.25
0.21
-0.09
0.27
0.15
0.12
0.18

-0.29
-0.28
-0.30
-0.24
-0.34
-0.22
-0.10
-0.25
-0.33
-0.20
-0.25
-0.24
-0.27

U.S. Private Equity5,6
U.S. Direct Real Estate (unlevered)5,6
U.S. Value Added Real Estate (unlevered)5,6
European Direct Real Estate (unlevered)5,6
U.S. REITs
Global Infrastructure5,6
Hedge Fund—Diversified5,6
Hedge Fund—Event Driven5,6
Hedge Fund—Long Bias5,6
Hedge Fund—Relative Value5,6
Hedge Fund—Macro5,6
Commodities (spot)5
Gold (spot)

13.59 8.75 34.25 -0.03 -0.08 -0.33 -0.30 0.04
7.41 6.75 12.00 0.04 -0.03 0.00 -0.01 0.17
10.37 8.00 23.25 0.04 -0.03 -0.05 -0.06 0.10
7.39 6.25 15.75 0.03 -0.04 0.01 -0.03 0.18
9.90 7.00 25.75 0.07 -0.05 -0.11 -0.12 0.21
8.46 7.75 12.50 0.30 0.00 0.19 0.15 0.35
6.50 6.25 7.25 0.00 0.06 -0.26 -0.26 0.14
7.78 7.25 10.75 -0.03 -0.03 -0.32 -0.31 0.10
8.49 7.75 12.75 -0.04 0.00 -0.33 -0.33 0.09
5.59 5.25 8.50 -0.06 -0.03 -0.16 -0.18 0.24
8.13 7.50 11.75 -0.06 0.09 0.03 0.00 0.23
8.01 6.50 18.25 0.25 0.03 -0.11 -0.18 0.34
8.18 6.75 17.75 -0.02 0.01 0.27 0.17 0.44

-0.11
0.14
0.07
0.15
0.13
0.28
0.00
-0.04
-0.05
0.17
0.10
0.06
0.32

-0.21
0.06
0.02
0.10
0.01
0.18
-0.04
-0.13
-0.13
0.07
0.17
0.06
0.28

-0.07
0.12
0.05
0.11
0.12
0.25
0.01
-0.02
-0.05
0.17
0.09
0.03
0.27

0.19
0.21
0.14
0.21
0.30
0.26
0.33
0.31
0.29
0.54
0.19
0.23
0.30

0.22
0.24
0.16
0.22
0.34
0.26
0.29
0.30
0.27
0.49
0.15
0.21
0.28

0.68
0.37
0.29
0.33
0.65
0.26
0.53
0.73
0.68
0.76
0.06
0.33
0.13

0.51
0.27
0.22
0.23
0.48
0.17
0.51
0.60
0.54
0.76
0.02
0.26
0.00

-0.32
0.00
-0.04
0.01
-0.11
0.14
-0.27
-0.32
-0.34
-0.20
0.04
-0.16
0.17

0.06
0.17
0.12
0.22
0.22
0.27
0.07
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.40
0.28
0.46

-0.30
-0.01
-0.04
0.01
-0.10
0.11
-0.27
-0.31
-0.34
-0.22
0.04
-0.15
0.14

1.00
0.54
0.80
0.55
0.87
0.54
0.61
-0.08
-0.29
0.85
0.52
0.76
0.41
0.25
0.05
0.22
0.48

1.00
0.79
0.65
0.70
0.68
0.65
0.31
0.19
0.54
0.64
0.44
0.59
0.55
0.42
0.62
0.56

1.00
0.80
0.92
0.83
0.82
0.25
0.05
0.81
0.68
0.71
0.60
0.56
0.37
0.59
0.71

1.00
0.64
0.63
0.52
0.09
-0.06
0.71
0.67
0.61
0.60
0.34
0.28
0.40
0.60

1.00
0.82
0.86
0.26
0.05
0.79
0.60
0.70
0.51
0.54
0.32
0.55
0.62

1.00
0.92
0.56
0.38
0.53
0.56
0.46
0.51
0.69
0.53
0.78
0.63

U.S. Long Corporate

U.S. Large Cap
U.S. Mid Cap
U.S. Small Cap
U.S. Large Cap Value
U.S. Large Cap Growth
Europe ex-U.K. Large Cap
Japan Large Cap
U.K. Large Cap
EAFE Equity (hedged)
EAFE Equity (unhedged)
Emerging Market Equity
Asia ex-Japan Equity
Global Equity

1.00
0.89
0.67
0.87
0.75
0.85
0.59
0.59
-0.09
-0.27
0.89
0.62
0.79
0.52
0.29
0.11
0.31
0.58

U.S. TIPS

U.S. High Yield

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate

U.S. Long Duration Gov’t/Credit

1.00
-0.02
-0.04
-0.08
-0.06
0.16
-0.10
-0.12
-0.15
-0.11
-0.10
0.03
-0.02
0.04
-0.03
-0.08
0.00
-0.11
-0.07

U.S. Short Duration Gov’t/Credit

1.00
0.07
-0.24
-0.27
0.09
-0.21
-0.19
-0.25
-0.22
-0.23
-0.02
0.11
-0.29
-0.11
-0.26
-0.08
-0.07
0.00
-0.07
-0.08

U.S. Aggregate

1.50
0.50
7.25
13.75
7.00
3.75
1.50
9.75
7.75
10.75
17.00
15.25
3.00
7.50
3.25
9.00
11.50
11.50
10.75
3.75

Fixed Income

3.25
2.00
1.75
1.75
3.50
3.00
2.25
3.50
4.00
4.75
7.00
6.00
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
6.00
6.75
6.50
2.50

Equity

3.26
2.00
2.01
2.66
3.74
3.07
2.26
3.95
4.29
5.29
8.31
7.07
2.54
2.77
2.55
2.89
6.61
7.36
7.04
2.57

U.S. Cash
U.S. Intermediate Treasury3
U.S. Long Treasury4
U.S. TIPS
U.S. Aggregate
U.S. Short Duration Gov’t/Credit
U.S. Long Duration Gov’t/Credit
U.S. Investment Grade Corporate
U.S. Long Corporate
U.S. High Yield
U.S. Leveraged Loan
World Government Bond (hedged)
World Government Bond (unhedged)
World ex-U.S. Government Bond (hedged)
World ex-U.S. Government Bond (unhedged)
Emerging Market Sovereign Debt
Emerging Market Local Currency Sovereign Debt
Emerging Market Corporate Debt
U.S. Municipal

Alternative/Other

U.S. Inflation

U.S. Cash

Expected arithmetic return (%)2

U.S. Long Treasury4

U.S. Inflation

Expected compound return (%)2

Correlation Matrix*
U.S. Intermediate Treasury3

Expected annualized volatility (%)2

1.00
0.58 1.00
0.37 0.76 1.00
0.54 -0.13 -0.31 1.00
0.53 0.17 -0.07 0.62 1.00
0.46 -0.17 -0.33 0.93 0.57 1.00
0.48 0.21 -0.02 0.52 0.95 0.50
0.70 0.72 0.43 0.24 0.40 0.18
0.53 0.63 0.36 0.11 0.53 0.10
0.74 0.69 0.57 0.23 0.39 0.16
0.57 0.18 0.20 0.56 0.44 0.50

* All estimates on this page are in U.S. dollar terms. As of October 31, 2011.
Note: Given the complex risk-reward trade-offs involved, we advise clients to rely on judgment as well as quantitative optimization approaches in setting strategic allocations to all the above asset classes and strategies. Please note that all information shown is based on qualitative analysis. Exclusive reliance on the above is not advised.
This information is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class or strategy or as a promise of future performance. Note that these asset class
and strategy assumptions are passive only–they do not consider the impact of active management. References to future returns are not promises or even estimates of
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1.00
0.51
0.25
0.18
0.26
0.28
0.23
0.08
0.21
0.13

1.00
0.45
0.35
0.53
0.57
0.43
0.11
0.32
0.14

1.00
0.08
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.04
0.20
0.14

1.00
0.85
0.86
0.82
0.60
0.56
0.29

1.00
0.93
0.82
0.38
0.48
0.20

1.00
0.80
0.44
0.57
0.25

Gold (spot)

1.00
0.50
0.47
0.21
0.15
0.23
0.25
0.19
0.05
0.15
0.07

Commodities (spot)5

1.00
0.70
0.50
0.60
0.29
0.17
0.27
0.29
0.23
0.06
0.18
0.10

Hedge Fund—Macro5,6

1.00
0.37
0.31
0.32
0.70
0.20
0.64
0.84
0.85
0.61
0.24
0.37
0.07

0.76
0.28
0.23
0.26
0.54
0.14
0.73
0.79
0.87
0.71
0.36
0.48
0.24

Hedge Fund—Relative Value5,6

0.86
0.34
0.29
0.33
0.66
0.21
0.70
0.85
0.90
0.69
0.28
0.48
0.16

0.78
0.30
0.25
0.29
0.56
0.17
0.77
0.83
0.90
0.73
0.39
0.54
0.29

Hedge Fund—Long Bias5,6

0.81
0.34
0.28
0.36
0.63
0.21
0.71
0.83
0.88
0.69
0.34
0.50
0.18

Hedge Fund—Event Driven5,6

0.79
0.28
0.24
0.26
0.56
0.11
0.67
0.81
0.84
0.68
0.16
0.32
-0.05

Hedge Fund—Diversified5,6

0.72
0.29
0.26
0.34
0.56
0.17
0.70
0.80
0.84
0.71
0.31
0.53
0.15

Global Infrastructure5,6

0.55
0.29
0.23
0.28
0.51
0.22
0.57
0.57
0.63
0.53
0.38
0.36
0.22

U.S. REITs

0.80
0.33
0.28
0.35
0.62
0.20
0.63
0.79
0.83
0.63
0.28
0.45
0.13

European Direct Real Estate (unlevered)5,6

0.86
0.32
0.26
0.27
0.62
0.18
0.59
0.81
0.83
0.61
0.14
0.38
0.04

1.00
0.88 1.00
0.84 0.93 1.00
0.94 0.90 0.85 1.00

U.S. Value Added Real Estate (unlevered)5,6

0.87
0.38
0.31
0.36
0.72
0.23
0.56
0.78
0.82
0.57
0.16
0.38
0.10

1.00
0.87
0.83
0.79
0.89

U.S. Direct Real Estate (unlevered)5,6

0.94
0.41
0.34
0.36
0.76
0.24
0.58
0.80
0.82
0.56
0.17
0.37
0.08

1.00
0.84
0.93
0.83
0.77
0.91

U.S. Private Equity5,6

0.91
0.40
0.32
0.35
0.73
0.24
0.63
0.84
0.86
0.65
0.19
0.42
0.10

1.00
0.56
0.63
0.68
0.60
0.56
0.62

Global Equity

0.86
0.35
0.29
0.31
0.67
0.21
0.58
0.80
0.82
0.60
0.15
0.38
0.07

1.00
0.57
0.91
0.85
0.94
0.85
0.80
0.93

Asia ex-Japan Equity

0.41 -0.12
0.27 0.10
0.21 0.05
0.31 0.09
0.44 0.10
0.29 0.21
0.46 0.03
0.54 -0.04
0.51 -0.09
0.69 0.18
0.13 0.05
0.40 -0.09
0.39 0.17

1.00
0.87
0.50
0.82
0.87
0.86
0.80
0.77
0.91

Emerging Market Equity

0.58
0.37
0.30
0.40
0.62
0.32
0.52
0.58
0.64
0.56
0.34
0.49
0.43

1.00
0.92
0.90
0.56
0.84
0.86
0.90
0.81
0.76
0.92

EAFE Equity (unhedged)

0.48
0.29
0.22
0.32
0.49
0.29
0.45
0.57
0.55
0.61
0.12
0.34
0.37

1.00
0.89
0.86
0.81
0.54
0.73
0.80
0.81
0.77
0.74
0.86

EAFE Equity (hedged)

0.13
0.19
0.14
0.25
0.27
0.27
0.13
0.12
0.15
0.12
0.43
0.33
0.46

1.00
0.93
0.94
0.92
0.87
0.58
0.82
0.87
0.87
0.83
0.80
0.92

U.K. Large Cap

1.00
0.94
0.89
0.95
0.94
0.89
0.54
0.84
0.88
0.89
0.82
0.78
0.93

Japan Large Cap

-0.13
-0.08
-0.13
-0.10
-0.14
-0.12
0.02
-0.05
-0.19
-0.08
-0.10
-0.11
-0.11

Europe ex-U.K. Large Cap

0.44
0.49
0.40
0.46
0.42
0.45
0.44
0.51
0.39
0.52
0.53
0.48
0.51

U.S. Large Cap Growth

0.60
0.63
0.59
0.64
0.54
0.71
0.51
0.66
0.52
0.73
0.73
0.66
0.70

U.S. Large Cap Value

0.57
0.58
0.49
0.59
0.53
0.59
0.45
0.57
0.52
0.62
0.62
0.54
0.62

U.S. Small Cap

0.15
0.14
0.10
0.20
0.10
0.34
0.28
0.28
-0.03
0.34
0.22
0.18
0.25

U.S. Mid Cap

1.00
0.74 1.00
0.82 0.67 1.00
0.38 0.21 0.43 1.00

U.S. Large Cap

U.S. Municipal

Emerging Market Corporate Debt

Emerging Market Local Currency Sovereign Debt

1.00
0.40
0.56
0.38
0.38

Emerging Market Sovereign Debt

World ex-U.S. Government Bond (unhedged)
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1.00
0.30 1.00
0.46 0.53 1.00
0.21 0.51 0.49 1.00

actual returns a client portfolio may achieve. Assumptions, opinions and estimates are provided for illustrative purposes only. They should not be relied upon as recommendations to buy or sell securities. Forecasts of financial market trends that are based on current market conditions constitute our judgment and are subject to change without
notice. We believe the information provided here is reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This material has been prepared for information purposes only
and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice. See footnotes on prior pages.
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Important Disclaimer
This material is intended to report solely on the investment strategies and opportunities identified by J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Additional information is available
upon request. Information herein is believed to be reliable but J.P. Morgan Asset Management does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. Opinions and estimates
constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The material is not intended as an offer or
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. J.P. Morgan Asset Management and/or its affiliates and employees may hold a position or act as market
maker in the financial instruments of any issuer discussed herein or act as underwriter, placement agent, advisor or lender to such issuer. The investments and strategies
discussed herein may not be suitable for all investors. The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice or investment
recommendations. Changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of investments.
The value of investments and the income from them may fluctuate and your investment is not guaranteed. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please note
current performance may be higher or lower than the performance data shown. Please note that investments in foreign markets are subject to special currency, political
and economic risks. Exchange rates may cause the value of underlying overseas investments to go down or up. Investments in emerging markets may be more volatile than
other markets and the risk to your capital is therefore greater. Also, the economic and political situations may be more volatile than in established economies and these
may adversely influence the value of investments made.
The deduction of an advisory fee reduces an investor’s return. Actual account performance will vary depending on individual portfolio security selection and the applicable
fee schedule. Fees are available upon request.
All case studies are shown for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation. Results shown are not meant to be
representative of actual investment results. Any securities mentioned throughout the presentation are shown for illustrative purposes only and should not be interpreted as
recommendations to buy or sell. A full list of firm recommendations for the past year is available upon request.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand for the asset management business of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates worldwide. This communication is issued by the
following entities: in the United Kingdom by JPMorgan Asset Management (UK) Limited, which is regulated by the Financial Services Authority; in other EU jurisdictions
by JPMorgan Asset Management (Europe) S.à r.l.; issued in Switzerland by J.P. Morgan (Suisse) SA, which is regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority
FINMA; in Hong Kong by JF Asset Management Limited, or JPMorgan Funds (Asia) Limited, or JPMorgan Asset Management Real Assets (Asia) Limited, all of which are
regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission; in Singapore by JPMorgan Asset Management (Singapore) Limited, which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore; in Japan by JPMorgan Securities Japan Limited, which is regulated by the Financial Services Agency; in Australia by JPMorgan Asset Management (Australia)
Limited, which is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission; and in the United States by J.P. Morgan Investment Management Inc., which is
regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission. Accordingly this document should not be circulated or presented to persons other than to professional, institutional
or wholesale investors as defined in the relevant local regulations. The value of investments and the income from them may fall as well as rise and investors may not get
back the full amount invested.
Copyright © 2011 JPMorgan Chase & Co.
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